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American pilot's
release may lead
toward agreement

Briefs
Weather
Rainy weekend ahead:
Today, partly cloudy.
High In the mid 60s. South
winds 10 to IS mph. Chance
of rain 20 percent. Tonight,
becoming cloudy and not as
cold. A chance of rain after
midnight. Lows near 50.
Chance of rain 40 percent.
Saturday, showers likely
and mild. Highs in the mid
60s. Chance of rain 70 percent.

by Michelle Faul
The Associated Press

Inside the News
Safer crossings in works:
Railroad crossings in the
city will be getting new
gates and lights.
3 See page 4.
Bomb precautions:
Campus police have developed a procedure for
University departments to
follow if they receive a
bomb threat.
□ See page 3.
And speaking of getting
bombed:
Researchers at the University are paying students
to get drunk as part of a
study in how people become
intoxicated.
Q See page 3.

Outside campus
Stalker faces sentencing:
SHAKER HEIGHTS - A
psychiatric patient faces up
to six months in jail and a
$1,000 fine on his no contest
plea to stalking a college
classmate.
Police said Jon Killlan, 31,
of Cleveland Heights, was
obsessed with a John Carroll
University student. He
pleaded no contest Wednesday to stalking the 19-yearold woman and threatening
her life.
Shaker Heights Municipal
Judge Virgil E. Brown Jr.
revoked Klllian's $10,000
bond and ordered that he
remain at the Cleveland
Psychiatric Institute until
sentencing. No date was set.
Stalking Is a first-degree
misdemeanor under an Ohio
law passed last November.
The victim made a tearful
statement to the court, saying, "Over the past year, this
has interfered with my studies, with my friends. I want
it to be over."
Police said Killlan first
saw the woman in a class
they both took in September
1992. He said he never Intended to harm the woman.

An Autumn Amble
Nick Hufflne, 4, and Cbelsie Thomas, 5, walk hand-in- hand during a field trip to the environmental
woods on West Woosler Street Thursday. Hufflne, Thomas and other children from the Child Development Center learned about the environment and the forest during the trip.

Aidid called for the unconditional release of 32 Somalia detained by the United Nations, including three top aides and his
chief arms supplier.
Clinton said it was "up to the
U.N." whether Aidid's lieutenants would be released. "We
made no deals to secure the
release of Chief Warrant Officer
Durant," Clinton said at a news
conference in Washington.
Asked whether he still wanted
Aidid's arrest, the president did
not give a clear "yes" or "no." He
said a U.N. resolution had called
for the general's capture "and we
ought to pursue It, [but] there
may be other ways to do it and
I'm open to that."
Clinton called Durant's release
one of the "hopeful actions" he
said indicated U.S. policy in Somalia was "moving In the right
direction and making progress."
Rtd. Adm. Jonathan Howe, the
U.N. secretary-general's special
representative to Somalia, said
Thursday he could not meet Aidid's demand for assurances that
the United Nations would not
hunt him down.
Howe called for talks with Aidid's Somali National Alliance
and said U.N. relations with Aidid were like "sniffing dogs, circling each other."

Crop Walk aids in hunger programs
by Leah Barnum
environment reporter
In this comfortable, virtually hungerfree town, some residents tend to forget
about the millions of starving people in
far-away lands like Somalia
The sponsors of this Sunday's "Crop
Walk" hope to bring the permanent residents and students of Bowling Green
together and reiterate thoughts of the
hungry in their minds.
The goal of the event, which will take

place Oct. 17 at 1 p.m., is to heighten
awareness of the hunger problems in the
world, said Bill Thompson, the advisor of
Reach Out, a service-oriented student association which works to recruit participants for the event.
"I would like to see people walking because it [makes a statement]," he said.
"We forget about all the people around
the world that are hungry."
Participants will ask people to pledge
them a certain amount for each mile
walked or ran, he said. Seventy-five per-

cent of the proceeds will go to the World
Church Service and affiliated organizations, and the other 25 percent will go to
the Wood County Food Pantry, Thompson
said.
The 10 km walk will start at the Bowling Green City Park and encompass the
University campus, he said.
Sponsored by the Church World Service, the event will take place with the
help of Reach Out and a local committee
of community. University and church
members, according to Lisa Laster,

treasurer of Reach Out.
It is a combined effort in which community members and University students will work together to accomplish a
goal, Thompson said.
"It gets the community involved," Laster said. "It's something to bring the
community together."
Laster, who is participating in the
event herself, said it is a worthwhile
cause to spend time or money on.
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Victim shares
story of rape

Bite your tongue:

by Melissa Llpowshl
health reporter

NEW YORK - Apologize
for using a Yiddish term
some people consider a racial slur? Feh, says Jackie
Mason.
The comic repeatedly
used the word "shvartze"
for blacks while accepting a
Person of the Year award
Sunday from a 2,500
member organization
of Jewish police officers.
Mason was forced to step
down as an adviser to Rudolph Giuliani's 1989
mayoral campaign after he
jokingly described David
Dinkins, now the mayor, as
"a fancy shvartze with a
mustache."
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

MOGADISHU, Somalia - U.S.
helicopter pilot Michael Durant,
battered but buoyant, returned to
freedom Thursday on a stretcher
after 11 days as a captive of a
Somali warlord.
The United States said no deal
was made for the release of Durant, captured in an Oct. 3 battle
between U.N. troops and Mohamed Farrah Aidid's fighters,
and of a Nigerian private captured in a Sept. S gunfight.
Aidid emerged from hiding to
announce the release at a news
conference.
The freeing of Durant spurred
more calls from Congress for
speeding ui the departure of U.S.
troops from Somalia, and President Clinton indicated he might
be flexible on his March 31 deadline for withdrawal.
Durant, 32, clenched his teeth
and his eyes teared as he was
carried out on a stretcher from a
walled compound and handed
over to Red Cross representatives. He clutched a note from his
wife and parents that the Red
Cross gave him just before his
release. He declined to speak to
reporters.
Dr. John Hoi comb of the 46th
U.S. Army Field Hospital said the
pilot suffered a broken leg, a
broken cheekbone and a fractured back, but appeared to have
been treated fairly well by his
captors. The leg was in a splint,
but had not been set and was
quite painful, Holcomb said.
"Mike is fine, basically," Holcomb said, adding that Durant
"cried a little bit."
He said most of Durant's injuries probably were sustained
when a rocket-propelled grenade
blasted the tail off his helicopter,
although Durant said in an interview while he was in captivity

that he had been badly beaten by
a crowd and stripped naked after
his capture.
Officials said Durant would be
flown Friday to a U.S. military
base in Ramstein, Germany, and
then taken to a military hospital
in Landstuhl, where his wife,
Lorrie, would join him.
Aidid has eluded capture since
June despite a U.N. ransom of
$25,000.

Stacy Pettit finds a quiet moment in front of Shatzel Hall Thursday afternoon. Pettit, a senior psychology major, was raped three years ago and has since worked to help other victims of sexual assault.

The recent outbreak of rapes on and off the University campus has many women living in fear.
No matter how confident a woman may be or how prepared
she thinks she is to fend off an attacker, when the situation actually arrives, no victim can predict how she would react.
For one University student, the fear of rape became reality
three years ago. The event was very unexpected and emotional
for Stacy Pettit, a senior psychology major from Sidney, Ohio.
It has taken Pettit a long time to fully cope with what happened. Until last year she was not yet ready to accept and deal
with what had happened. However, within the last year, Pettit
has become more willing to share her experience in order to
educate others about rape.
Three days after she arrived at the University her freshman
year in 1990, Pettit and a few of her new friends met a group of
men from Purdue University at Some Other Place.
The men were visiting Bowling Green's chapter of their
fraternity.
After being introduced to some of the men during the evening,
Pettit was making her way towards the restroom when she was
See PmiT, page «our.
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Ear to the
ground....
Thanks to the extreme generosity of Barry
Bagels the student population received a whopping dose of complex carbohydrates so necessary for
our growing years. Last Thursday we lined up for
free bagels (with student ID) in an effort to fill our
turn-turns and satisfy our insatiable appetite for
healthy food. The critics raved: "Cool! Free bagels!"
Thank you Barry Bagels. It goes without saying how
much we like free stuff.
*•*

With Sweetest Day just one day away, time is running out to buy your Buns of Steel,that perfect gift.
Unless, of course you you agree with us that it's just
a cheap, rip-off holiday created by card companies to
soak us for as much money as possible until the next
holiday comes around. Maybe we're just ticked because we aren't getting anything. Gee, do we sound
bitter? (All cards and gifts can be addressed to EAR
To the Ground, 210 West Hall.)
*•*
We hate to sound like a broken record, and we're
trying hard not to be nitpicky, but WHAT IN GOD'S
NAME IS GOING ON IN THE BURSAR'S OFFICE?
We are beginning to feel that only a higher power can
resolve the Stafford Loan snafu. Sorry guys, but the
only people we haven't heard complaining are
Mother Teresa and Barney. We're thinking of advertising in the Sing Sing Gazette to find help in
shaking down Governor Voinovich for the dough.
Your head hurts, you're dizzy, you're nauseated
-and it's not even Friday morning. Sounds like that
nasty Asian Flu is crawling around your innards. (If
you weren't sick before, that description should do
it.) Let the Health Center play doctor with you beginning October 18, and get your $3 flu shot. Believe
us, that price can't be beat anywhere. And the bug is
supposed to be a gruesome one this year, kids.
WFAL has revamped the traditional meat market.
No brown wrappers, no earthy smells (at least we
hope) and you don't have to take a number. But you
can still get a prime cut on their Tuesday night Meet
Market, Bowling Green's cross between Studs and
The Love Boat. If you've kissed a lot of chopped liver
lately, or you've scoped out nothing but Hamburger
Helper.give WFAL a ring, (or a cowbell) and hopefully you can find that beefsteak or fillet you've been
looking for-without all the bull. (We just live to make
you gag.)
The BG News Staff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
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Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG Nevs, 210
West Hall.

Media not to blame for death
Beavis and Butt-head, are those two uglylooking doofuses that have their own show
on MTV, doing everything stupid that you
can imagine. Are they the evils of society, or
are they just stupid cartoon characters that
many like to watch. They are not the evils of
our society, but merely the epitome of everything we have always wanted to do but
don't. Beavis and Butt-head are two characters that you either like or you hate, just like
Rush Limbaugh. Unfortunately, I'm caught
in a situation that can appear confusing: I enjoy watching both shows.
I wonder to myself, can I be a conservative
and enjoy watching Beavis and Butt-head
and Rush Limbaugh at the same time. I think
one can watch both programs without being
confused. I can watch Rush Limbaugh and
enjoy listening to his political commentary,
because I like listening to common sense
ideology. At the same time I can enjoy
watching Beavis and Butt-head, because I
like to laugh at their stupid humor.
Beavis and Butt-head are part of a multibill ion dollar industry that makes us laugh at
things that are unconventional. Some of
Beavis and Butt-head's colleages are Wayne
and Garth, David Letterman and Howie
Mandell.
They all make us laugh at things that are
part of everyday life. Life is filled with
humor we often don't notice, and sometimes
it takes fictional characters and comedians
to make us laugh at ourselves. You can't always take everything seriously or allow
things to bother you. It's important to take a
light-hearted approach to everyday life.
Beavis and Butt-head are not the bad guys
we need to worry about. There are greater
issues to be concerned with in life like
crime, drugs, our president's administration
and her husband and the list goes on.
There are worse things to keep me up
nights than two fictional characters whose

Rick Hackbarth
only purpose in life is that they don't have a
purpose in life.
Beavis and Butt-head recently made the
news in connection with the fiery death of a
young girl. The girl was killed in a house fire
that was started by her brother. Everyone in
the family was able to get out safely but the
girl.
The mother of the boy claims that he got
desire to play with fire from watching an episode of Beavis and Butt-head where the two
played with fire. The mother noticed that
her son became fascinated with fire after
her son watched the episode. It is her fault
for not correcting the problem and not the
producers of the show. She also knew what
kind of a program Beavis and Butt-head is
and she shouldn't have let her son watch it if
she doesn't like the content of the show.
While I believe the media does have a big influence on people, I don't believe the program can be blamed for the cause of the
death.
People are Influenced more by the people
they interact with on a everyday basis, than
they are influenced by the media. Beavis and

Butt-head is a program for mature audiences. There are many other movies, television shows and magazines that are full of
behavior that people shouldn't try to do.
Even children at an early age know the difference between what Is right and wrong.
Children will continue to do things that are
mischievious, whether they watch Beavis
and Butt-head or not.
The Beavis and Butt-head characters are
much like the characters Tom Sawyer and
Huck Finn. Tom and Huck once were two
deviants that influenced other kids to do
things that are wrong. Beavis and Butt-head
are modern day versions of Tom Sawyer and
Huck Finn.
When I was little I played with fire once,
got caught and then got a spanking. When it
comes to children doing wrong, it is the parents' responsibility to correct the problem.
It is a parent's job to decifer what a child
should and shouldn't watch. Even though
this may not always be easy to control, the
problem isn't the cable channels.
Everything MTV does is against societal
norms. I don't agree with much that comes
from MTV, but then again I don't channel my
energy to stopping them.
Beavis and Butt-head (as I said earlier) are
the epitome of everything we wanted to do
but wouldn't. We laugh at their antics because of the fact that they are so stupid, and
we all laugh at stupid humor.
Beavis and Butt-head is escapism from a
long hard day of work. They take our mind
off what has been eating at us all day long.
They also are entitled to making remarks
that we don't entitle ourselves to. They make
remarks at their teachers, friends, store
clerks and just about everybody else they
encounter, that we wouldn't consider saying.
We get a kick out of listening to their cocky
attitude. Who would have ever thought that
"huh, huh, huh, huh" would make us laugh.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
NYPD Blue censored
because of content
The BG News:
This letter Is in response to a
recent letter to the editor wrilten
by Caroline March regarding the
decision by Channel 24 staff not
to air NYPD Blue, a new ABC
television series.
She stated that the station was
"bullied" Into withholding the series by "Christian religious fanatics" who undertook a letter
writing campaign which they
were told to do by their "handlers." She went on to label this
action as tyranny.
When did voicing an opinion by
letter become tyranny? This is
merely an exercise of freedom of
speech. The point in opposing the
series is simply that violence and
promiscuous sex in our country
are out of hand.
Unattended children are
watching television and living
out what they see in their neighborhoods and schools. Just pick
up a newspaper and see for yourself. Children are carrying out all
sorts of heinous sexual and criminal acts right here in our local
area. When are we going to try
and stop it? Violence and nudity
should not be made available to
children on network television.
Caroline set up a false dichotomy in her letter when she assigned those opposing NYPD
Blue to the category "religious
fanatics" and those who want it

to be aired in the "ordinary people." Howvever, voicing one's
disapproval of sex and violence
on television does not make one a
religious fanatic.
Neither is the decision by
Channel 24 censorship in a way
that would compromise the exercise of freedom of the press.
Just because we have freedom
of the press and speech does not
mean that we have to show material that is degrading and abusive
towards certain segments of society.
All freedoms must have
reasonable limitations based on
moral absolutes. Does writing
this make me a religious fanatic?
I consider myself to be a very
ordinary graduate student.
Caroline exposed the hypocrisy of this dichomony when,
after calling the letters of the fanatics tyranny, she told all of us
ordinary people to write to Channel 24 in support of NYPD Blue
and even gave us the address,
Bryan Fry
PH.D student, Chemistry
The BG News:
This letter Is In response to
Caroline March's letter which
stated that "Christian religious
fanatics" bullied ABC into not
showing a new series, NYPD
Blues. In the letter you asked
why these "Christian religious
fanatics" did not want this program on television. I would like
to tell you why.

First of all, NYPD had a R rating when it was edited. Television is viewed by the family and I
did not think it was appropriate
for children to see something
that was R rated.
I don't know about anyone else,
but I personally dont want my
younger brother to see a program that showed explicit
scenes, such as nudity.
I would also like to remind you
that many people petitioned
against this program being on
TV. I find it hard to believe that
every person who was involved
with not wanting this program on
TV was a Christian.
Instead of pointing the finger
at one group, it is probably better
to find out why action was taken.
This would prevent you from
jumping to unnecessary conclusions about the so-called Christians who only care about telling
you what you can and cannot
watch on televlson.
Lastly, I would like to Inform
you that even though you may
have met Christians who are pushy and overbearing, not all are
that way.
ElishaLee
Junior

Hackbarth duped
by the Pentagon
The BG News:
Rick Hackbarth provides an
example not only of Journalistic

tripe but how easily people are
duped by Pentagon propaganda
For all the wrong reasons he
criticizes the adventure in Somalia and repeats the falsehood
about why we invaded: "to open
up supply routes so that food relief would get to the starving."
That aspect of the African Invasion is In fact a smokescreen
for a much more predatory policy, as even a report buried In the
Business Section ofThe Blade
admits: "Far beneath the surface
of the tragic drama of Somalia,
four major U.S. oil companies are
sitting on a prospective fortune
in exclusive concessions
to...exploit tens of million of
acres of the Somali countryside."
Instead of exposing the profitmotives behind foreign policy,
Hackbarth laments the defiled
"corpse of a dead soldier." What
about the scores of unarmed
women and children shot by U.S.
and U.N. forces? All this happened.
Despite his criticisms, Hackbarth culminates his vast enrichment of diplomacy with suggestions indistinguishable from
Clinton: "Send more troops...free
the hostages, even if this means
eliminating Aldid...
[then]withdraw from Somalia as
soon as possible."
Instead of regurgitating Pentagon gobbledygook, Hackbarth
should study his subject.
Karl F. Smith
Sociology Instructor

Campus
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Subjects will get paid to get drunk Stellar
shows
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter

The University psychology department
is paying people to get drunk in the name
of science.
Harold Rosenberg, professor of psychology, is in charge of a research
project which will study college students'
accuracy to determine the level of intoxication in other people.
The test subjects, who will be paid
$30 for their time, will be given three to
five alcoholic beverages and then will be
video taped at different stages of their
intoxication, Rosenberg said.
The video tape will then be shown to
students to see if they are able to determine sober and intoxicating behaviors, he said.
In similar experiments, bartenders,
police officers and mental health counselors were asked if they could identify
someone in an intoxicated state. This
research has shown these groups to have

a misperception of sobriety, Rosenberg
said.
"In other studies there was difficulty
in that [the identifiers] would sometimes
guess a sober person was intoxicated or
an intoxicated person was sober," Rosenberg said.
He said he is not optimistic that college
students are much better at identlfing
someone who is intoxicated.
Rosenberg said this study will be very
benefitial to college students when the
research is developed into training
videos.
"This project should make a nice contribution to the recognition of intoxication," Rosenberg said. "The ultimate goal
is to cut down on the adverse results of
intoxication."
The videos will show students in the
various stages of intoxication and will
train college students to better recognize
intoxication, he said.
"[Resident advisors] could be taught to
better identify someone who is intoxicated," he said. "If a student comes back
to the dorm drunk, the RA will be able to

recognize the signs of intoxication and be
able to keep an eye on the student."
Sandra Alexander, Rosenberg's
research assistant, said she saw particular importance in college students being
able to recognize intoxication in another
person.
It is already known that alcohol affects
the ability for a person to make rational
decisions and causes a loss of inhibition,
Alexander said.
"When you're drinking you're more
prone to engage in behaviors you might
not otherwise take part in," Alexander
said.
Alexander said the research is primarily to study and define the observed cues
someone gives when they are intoxicated
and to show others what those cues are.
"We're trying to better define the cues
someone gives when they are in between
sober and drunk," she said.
Rosenberg added the videos will also
be benefitial for students to avoid getting
into a car with a drunk driver, violence or
to deter date rape.
"If someone is intoxicated you're put-

ting yourself into risk for [adverse consequences]," Rosenberg said.
Currently, the research is in its first
stage which involves acquiring six men
and six women as target subjects who
will allow themselves to become intoxicated and video taped, he said.
"At this point we are trying to recruit
targets who are willing to come in and
have three to five drinks and then be
video taped," he said. "I believe to get a
nice cross section of students from
across campus who will become targets
of observation."
Potential subjects must meet standard
legal and medical requirements and be
aware of the potential effects of the experiment, Rosenberg said.
Subjects must be 21 and a half years
old and be a regular drinker of alcohol
which the person must have begun drinking at least six months ago and must
drink at least once per week, he said.
Also, subjects must not have a history
of alcoholism or a history of medical
See STUDY, page four.

University prepared for bomb threats
by Courtney Gangeml
administration reporter
Although the University has
not received any bomb threats
recently, they occur. Situations
could turn explosive when these
bomb threats happen, but the
University police take measures
to avoid a possible eruption of
chaos, would the situation ever
be presented.
Since 1991, the University has
received four bomb threats in
various departments across
campus. Recently, the University

police sent all departments a
checklist and simple guidelines
to follow if they ever receive a
bomb threat over the phone, according to I_t. Gene Bratt.
The caller will usually direct
the threat to a building, department or area, hoping to cause a
panic, Bratt said.
"The majority of bomb threats
happen around exam time," said
Barbara Waddell, public information officer.
The caller's aim is to disrupt
classes or cause a cancellation to
a later class, she said. Waddell
said she believes threats come in

when students do not want to
take a test.
Between 1991 and 1993, the
University received two threats.
One was to the Math Science
Building and the other was to the
Business Administration Building, she said.
In 1993, the Student Services
Building received a bomb threat,
as did the financial aid office, according to Waddell.
Carlton Rockett, professor of
biological sciences, said he remembers a bomb threat in 1991
very well. He was administering
a Biology 101 final exam.

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'T^

listen to background noises.
Bran asked individuals to become familiar with the checklist
and have copies of it available
when needed.
After the caller has terminated
the threat, the individual should
call the University police. If the
threat is to the immediate location, look around for any suspiciuos packages, briefcases, book
bags or unattended containers,
according to the checklist.
Above all, do not touch these
packages. Report these to the
officer attending the call, the
checklist stated.

by Kristen Lea Sweet
contributing reporter

The University planetarium
has people seeing stars this fall
with two free astronomy shows.
"More Than Meets the Eye" an
introduction to solar system basics, will be presented tonight at
8 p.m. in the planetarium dome In
the Physical Science Building.
The show is part of a double feature about watching the stars
with the naked eye. Nearby
planets, colorful clouds of gas
and remote galaxies are all featured.
The second show, "The LightHearted Astronomer" is primarily designed for adults and will
take place Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in
the planetarium. The show will
present how to become an athome skywatcher.
Both shows will be presented
weekly Oct. 26 to Nov. 17. "More
Than Meets the Eye" will take
place Tuesdays and "The LightHearted Astronomer" will be
presented Fridays. Both will begin at 8 p.m.
Each show lasts 49 minutes and
is hosted by Planetarium Director Dale Smith. Although the
shows are free, the planetarium
suggests a dollar donation.
The astronomy presentations,
which began their fall schedules
on Sept. 17, are not new to the
University.
"The entire show has been going on campus for ten years,"
Smith said.
For more information, call
372-2421.

/£

HOWARDS Club H
111

"It was very upsetting. We
were told to vacate the room five
minutes after the start of the
exam," he said.
The 270 students were vacated
from the room, and Dr. Rockett
said he noticed a lot of "lively
discussion outside" the exam
room.
It is important to remain calm,
and Rockett said he explained
this to his students.
If a bomb threat is ever directed to a department, Bratt said recipients should ask as many
questions as possible, listen to
what the caller is saying and

offered
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210 N. Main

352-9951

Appearing Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Drinking
alcohol during preg- §H
nancy may cause
birth defects. _,
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Alpha Omicron Pi

Nothing is better
than flowers to show
your loved one you
care.
Great gift ideas
include a variety ot
Iresh (lowers, mug
arrangements,
planters, foilage
plants, plush
animals and more.

Round - Up
October 1 5, 1993
MISS DAISY & WYATT URP

TERRIBLE TRACEY & RAGIN' RICK

NEUY & JUDO

DEPUTY DAWN & BOOT SCOOTIN' SCOTT
iWN HOME DOUG & COWPATTY

WIUJE & THE KID
SHARON & THE MYSTERY MAN

Order Now To
Insure Timely
Delivery!

KIM 4 MIKE
• CAN & THEIR ROUGH RIDERS

SCHWABIE & SCHWEEBIE
MA SLAW & A PAUGH SLAW

Y & ANDREW

ROPIN' REBECCA & CUNT

EY LAURA & CRAZY CHRIS

MOVIN" MEUSSA * COWBOY CRAIG

KECSTER & THE KID

ME 4 MY HICK

KRISTIN & THE HUNTER

^K^W*

KALGIRL KAREN & MARSHALL MASK

TINA* ALBERT

COLLEEN & BUFFALO BILL

HEATHER & BRADY

\i0*^

TERI SUE & JIM BOB

JOANNE & TONY

MIKE & JANET... Miss Janet K your Nasty

JENN & PAUL

"DUDLEY DO RIGHT" & BUliWINKLE

SHERIFF JENN P. & PAUL BURNHAM

CHRISTY 4 THE CALU-R

FENIE & THE STRING BEAN

Beautiful long
stemmed roses.
$QH Arranged
\J\J per dozen

Dozen Roses Boxed

Call Us For Great
Gift Ideas

& THE MYSTERY MAN

EVAN & HER COWBO

OF ALL.

Single Flowers
Always Available

& THE SURFER

JENN & MIKE

THE SWEETEST GIFT

48 Hr. Guarantee

GAYANNA & TAVIS

ANGIE & THE PIZZA

Don't forget
your special
someone this
Sweetest Day.

It's possible you've never heard of Sweetest
Day. But those Irving in Cleveland, Ohio, where
the day originated are well aware of its
significance: It's a day for making someone
happy.
About SO years ago, a Cleveland man conceived the idea and wanted to show the city's
orphans, shut-ins and those neglected, that
someone did care.
Over time, the concept of bringing cheer has
broadened to include friends, relatives and
associates. It's a day to make someone happy.

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
906 Napoleon Rd., B.G. • 353-8381
HOURS: Mon. Krl. 8 to 5:30: Sat. 8 to 4: Open Sun. Noon to 4

"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Fkjhcultural Shopping Experience!"
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KEEP THE STREAK ALIVE...SATURDAY 1:30...BG VS. AKRON!
Falcon football has a won 12 in a row at home and 18 straight MAC games (a record)!
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Area students Area crossings to receive lights
plan cleanup Railroad officials decide to make local infersecfions safer
by Tara Stubbs
general assignment reporter

by Leah Bamum
environment reporter

A congress of 500 students from 19 area junior high and high
schools will work on a project this fall to improve the overall quality
of the Maumee River and its tributaries.
The student branch of The Maumee Bay Watershed Project is being coordinated by the Toledo Metropolitan Area Council of Governments, a lobbying group for county and municipal governments, for
the past five years, according to Linda J. Clark, senior environmental
planner for the group.
The purpose of the project is to provide students with the opportunity to apply their science skills outside of the classroom and to clean
up the Maumee River, the area's main water source. Cities including
See CLEANUP, page five.

All railroad crossings in the
city that do not have lights and
gates will be getting them beginning in December, city and railroad officials said.
"Wherever intersections do not
have flashing lights and gates
they will be added," William
Blair, Bowling Green director of
public works, said.
Blair said streets that will be
getting the flashing lights and
gates are Newton Road, Reed
Street, Frazee
street,
rrazee Avenue, Derby
ueroy
Avenue and Lehman Avenue.

ber and one will be worked on in
January. The remaining three
are scheduled for work some
time next year.
Ligibel said the public utilities
branch of the department is reWilliam Blair, director of public works.
sponsible for determining which
intersection will receive what
The installations will be part of for the company.
Mike Ligibel, district planning kind of work.
a project to improve railroad
"The commission takes into
crossings in the city. New warn- engineer for the Ohio Departing lights and gates have already ment of Transportation, said the account the number of vehicles,
been installed at the Court Street city is only responsible for ad- the amount of traffic and the
crossing.
vanced warning signs, which number of accidents and deConsolidated Rail Corp., the warns traffic of the railroad termines which intersections
owner of the railroad, will pay intersection, and the white and need what protection,"said Lifor all of the maintenance work yellow street lines at the cross- gibel.
and changes on the railroad, ac- ing.
The intersections that are decording to Christine Wagner, diWagner said one street in the termined to have the worst cona
rector of media communcations city will be worked on in Decem- ditions get added protection first.
fit

"Wherever intersections do not have flashing
lights and gates, they will be added."

Student encourages others to be strong after attack
Continued from page one.

her and repeatedly slammed her head
into a brick wall, leaving her with severe bruises, stiffness, soreness and a
concussion, she said.

cornered by one of the fraternity members whom she had not met.
When the man asked her to go outside
for a walk, she refused. At that point,
she said, he forcibly removed her from'
the bar.
While Pettit said that she was angered
by his actions, she did not scream for
help. To onlookers, the situation must
have only appeared to be a couple
having a fight, she said.
"I knew from that first moment that
he was more than a typically overaggressive guy," she said. "I was so
angry and I kept telling him to get the
hell away from me."
After he pulled her out of the bar, he
forced her across the street into the
dark alley near the armory where he
began his attack, Pettit said.
The attacker, who was highly intoxicated and incoherent, kept asking Pettit
questions that she could not understand.
"He kept saying things like 'you said
that you loved me, why are you hurting
me? I need you.' I could not understand
why he was saying this to me when I
had no idea who he was," she said.
After the incident, Pettit discovered
that she had a strong resemblance to
one of the man's former girlfriends.
During the struggle, the attacker bit

The more violent he became and the
more Pettit struggled, the more she realized her life was threatened.
"Throughout the struggle, I reached a
point where I knew that by struggling, I
could not help the situation. I told myself that I could postpone it by continuing to struggle, knowing that the rape
was going to happen anyway," Pettit
said.
"However, by doing so I continued to
endanger my life, which was more important because the damage had
already been done. My biggest struggle
then became trying to stay still," she
said.
After making her kiss him, fondling
her breasts, forcing her to engage in
oral sex and attempting to penetrate
Pettit, the attacker heard the sound of
approaching voices and fled.
While he failed to penetrate her, the
offense was still regarded as rape since
there was actual contact of the genitals
and oral sex had occurred, she said.
Following the incident, Pettit, who
went into a period of temporary denial,
continued to socialize that night and the
rest of the week as if nothing had ever
happened.
"I was in such a numb state where I
could feel myself watching myself from

ppTTIT

outside of my body. It almost felt like I
was watching someone else," she said.
"I kept telling myself that it couldn't
have happened to me because I was
supposed to be educated. I thought I
knew what to do."
While in high school, Pettit had been a
peer counselor with training in crisis
intervention. She had thought that she
would know how to react in a sexual assault situation.
After being in the situation, however,
Pettit said she now realizes that unless
people are in the situation, they cannot
predict how they are going to react.
During the first few days after she
had been raped, she had no feelings
toward, nor any recollection of, the incident. Although she was throwing up,
shaking, rocking, having repeated
nightmares and was severely depressed, she did not know why.
Pettit knew her behavior was unusual, but since she was new at the University, her new friends did not know
that this behavior was odd for her, she
said.
It was not until she was at a party
later that week that she finally came to
terms with the fact that she had been
raped.
"I was at this party with my friends
and this guy hit on me," she said. "I just
totally freaked out and started crying
hysterically. So I told my friends what
had happened to me and they took me
home."

Continued from page three.
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COLUMBUS Oct. 23, 9am-9pm
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' Tour of a brewery
' Transportation & Shopping
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ALPHA OMICRON PI
would like to congratulate
the Fall 1993
NEW MEMBER CLASS
on Initiation
Cathy Aiple
Annalisa Arndt
Jill Camella
Debbie Desantis
Melissa Guzik
Denise Hare
Colleen Hoy
Jessica Masterson
Audra Mcgill
Kristin Menard
Erin Mllligan
Teri Oaks

In accordance to federal guidelines, women who will participate
must not be pregnant and they
will be administered a pregnancy
test by a registered nurse affi-

liated with the research project,
Rosenberg said.
Rosenberg said he has to strike
a balance when choosing his test
subjects.
"I want people with some experience in drinking, but not too

All-You-Can-Eat

Starting Mon., Oct. 18,1993

Sign up NOW in UAO office
3rd Floor Union - 372-2343

considerable amount of time trying to
deal with the feelings of her family Instead of her own.
"During this time, I made my family
my priority. I needed to make sure that
they were all right and it was easier to
deal with their feelings than my own,"
she said.
"It was hard to see my mom crying
for me or hearing my dad and my
brother saying that they wanted to kill [
the rapist]. I still went home a lot that
year. My family needed to see me and I
needed to be with them," she said.
The year after the rape was the most
difficult time, Pettit said. Many of her
relationships suffered and it was difficult to be involved in any kind of human
contact.
"I remember a time when my dad just
wanted to take me in his arms and hug
me and I couldn't let him. I could see
the tears in his eyes as a father who Just
wanted to make everything better for
his little girl but couldn't,"she said.
Pettit said that in addition to her visible separation from people, she suffered from nightmares, headaches and
nausea. In addition, her self-esteem was
tremendously altered.
"I did not even know him,"she
said,"and he had taken away what was
most important to me. He took away
who I was and my control."
While Pettit said she felt as If her
See PETTIT II, page five.

STUDY
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For $5.00
will take you to

"When I got home, I managed to calm
myself down visibly so they would think
that I was OK They called my cousin,
who was also a University student at the
time, and he came to get me. When he
got to my dorm, he found me sobbing
hysterically on the steps outside."
After her cousin calmed her down
throughout the night, Pettit was finally
convinced that she should make the two
most painful calls - one to her parents
and one to the police.
As one of the small minority of women who choose to prosecute, Pettit said
she now understands how frightening
and even unfair the experience with the
justice system can be.
"[The rapist's] battle started the day
he appeared in the courtroom," she
said. "Mine began the day he raped
me."
After several months of hearings, a
plea bargain was made because Pettit
"just could not take it anymore," she
said.
Her attacker was sentenced to two
years in prison - in which all but 80
days were suspended - three years of
probation and court and medical costs.
In addition, he was required to attend
programs for sex offenders and alcoholics, Pettit said.
Although her family was very supportive, Pettit said that they had a very
hard time dealing with the rape. Because her family was highly disturbed
about the incident, she said she spent a

Dawn Parsed
im Paiyzek
aren Pichler
Deanna Plumb
Gayanna Ponsor
Tracey Scherpenberg
racy Sedor
ee Solomon
Tracey Susong
Sharon Tucker
Debbie Wantuck

JEWEL DIAMOND TAYLOR

presents
a
sensitivity lecture
on
"diversity on campus"
Monday, October 18
7:00 p.m.
1007 BA

much experience," he said.
The actual experiment will include two people at once consuming alcoholic beverage of their
choice and various types of
snacks, Alexander said.
The target subjects will be
mixed with people who are not
drinking to enhance a group activity environment.
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Julie Bockelman
*
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Tailhook case re-opened Cystic fibrosis explored
because of new evidence Gene therapy may be cure for fatal disease
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES -- The Marine
Corps is reopening the case of an
officer charged in the Tailhook
scandal because of new evidence
indicating the woman who blew
the whistle on the affair accused
the wrong man.
The case involves Capt. Gregory J. Bonam, who is charged
with attacking Navy Lt. Paula
Ann Coughlln during the 1991
Tailhook convention In Las
Vegas. Coughlln said at a hearing
in August that Bonam grabbed
her buttocks, stuck his hand inside her bra and grabbed her
breasts while someone else tried
to pull down her underpants in a
crowded hotel hallway. After the
hearing, the case was sent to a
general to decide whether
Bonam should face courtmartial. But new witnesses were
expected to testify today at a
hearing in Quant ico, Va, that

Bonam was nowhere near Coughlln when she was attacked,
theLos Angeles Times reported
today.
James Kelly, a Navy civilian
employee, said that Coughlin's
assailant, whom he cannot identify, was about the same height as
Coughlln - 5-foot-4, Bonam's attorney, Patrick Mackrell, told the
Times . Bonam is just over
6-foot-l.
Other witnesses were prepared
to testify that they were with
Bonam on a hotel patio at the
time Coughlin was assaulted, the
newspaper reported.
Coughlin's attorney, Nancy L.
Stagg, said her client - a former
admiral's aide and helicopter pilot whose complaint broke open
the Tailhook scandal - still believes she was assaulted by
Bonam.
"She identified him and that's
what her testimony is," Stagg
said.
Marine Chief Warrant Officer

Robert C. Jenks only said that the
case was ordered reopened "after additional witnesses, who
may have a bearing on the investigation, were identified."
It was unclear why the witnesses are stepping forward now.
The Pentagon concluded that
83 women were assaulted and 140
service members engaged in improper conduct during the gathering.
At the pretrial hearing, Bonam
and other witnesses insisted he
was a placid, churchgoing man
who would have helped Coughlin
if he had seen anyone attack her.
Defense witnesses also pointed
out that Coughlin originally identified someone other than Bonam
in a photographic lineup, and that
photos of Bonam from the night
of the incident showed that he
was wearing clothing that did not
match Coughlin's recollection.

by Daniel Q Haney
The Associated Press

BOSTON - Scientists have shown for the first
time that gene therapy can correct the underlying defect that causes cystic fibrosis, the most
common fatal inherited disease of Americans.
The approach, which uses genetically engineered cold viruses to ferry healthy genes Into
the body, was widely praised as a major step
toward the treatment of a relentlessly fatal
disease as well as a landmark in the infant field
of gene therapy.
In the first tentative human experiments, researchers reversed the genetic abnormality in
the noses of three people with cystic fibrosis.
However, they did not attempt to fix malfunctioning cells in their lungs, the real source of the
diseases' tragic course toward death
Nonetheless, the genetic defects in the nose
and lungs are the same. And the latest work
suggests that this approach may well restore the
lungs so they work normally.
Dr. Claude Lenfant, director of the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, called the work

CLEANUP
Continued from page four.

PETTIT II
Continued from page four.

world was falling apart, she succeeded in convincing herself that
she had the strength and courage
to transform the negative Into
something positive.
Since the rapist had already
taken her dreams away, Pettit
said she could not let him take
away any more than he already
had. She said that it was not in
her nature to hate him, but rather
she hoped to correct the problem
before it had the chance to happen to anyone else.
"If I did not make the effort to
help someone else who might
also be a victim in the future I
would have felt as If it all happened in vain. I feel that even if I
am only saving one person from
all that I went through, then it is
worth my time, "she said.
Instead of playing the role of

the victim, Pettit chose the role
of the survivor. While she came
to terms with the fact that she
could never be the same person
she was before the incident, she
said she still had her soul and her
love for life and that was enough
to continue her fight.
As a peer adviser at the Wellness center for 2 1/2 years and a
participant in other Universityrelated activities, Pettit said her
passion toward issues including
rape, racism, AIDS, poverty and
cultural diversity does not only
come from what she does, but
rather who she is.
"I always wanted to help people, but when someone tries to
steal your dreams from you, your
dreams and goals become much
more clear and concise because
you become much more protective of them," she said.
According to Jeanne Wright,

director of the Wellness Center,
Pettit has performed a variety of
duties throughout her time with
the Well, including being a peer
listener, publicity coordinator,
recruitment volunteer, and most
recently a certified instructor
for HIV awareness classes.
"Stacy is so valuable because
she Is involved with so many students who perceive her as a caring and committed individual/Wright said.
While Pettit said it saddens her
to see other victims of rape, she
said she would like to encourage
victims to be strong and to Just
take life from moment to moment.

Toledo and Bowling Green get
their water from the river.
Students from four counties
will work in groups to determine
sources of pollution in the
Maumee River and come up with
potential solutions to the problems, Clark said.
Student Congress members
will test the water on Oct. S and
attend educational workshops on
Nov. 16.
The workshops will teach them
about area pollution problems,
how to come up with solutions,
how to present them to officials
and how to educate the public on
their findings.
The students' findings and
proposed solutions will be displayed at the Nov. 17 Student
Congress meeting at the Radis-
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This year the project will be
funded with a $27,000 grant from
the Lake Erie Protection Fund,
according to Jeff Busch, executive director of the Ohio Lake
Erie Office.

celebrates the centennial
of the birth of

Save with refills in Harshman, Kreischer,
Commons, Founders & McDonald Dining
Centers.
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Other dangerous substances,
such as mercury, may enter
water via industrial waste, said
Stephen H. Vessey, professor of
biology at the University.
"But the biggest problem Is
after a rain in the spring," he
said. "It flushes [pollutants]
through the drainage pipes and
into the river."

TheGish
Film Theater
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FOUNTAIN SODA
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FRUIT PUNCH
COFFEE
TEA
HOT CHOCOLATE

The participants will also propose solutions to their local
government officials and encourage them to take action, she
said.
"They will work on how to mobilize and put pressure on
government to solve the problem," she said.
Most pollution problems in the
Maumee River are caused by
water run-off from dump sites
and farmland, according to Rex
Lowe, an aquatic ecologist and
professor of biology at the University.
"Most [pollutants] are agriculturally related - nutrients, par-

ticularly nitrates, are potential
problems," he said.
High levels of nitrates stimulate the growth of algae,
which, if consumed by humans,
may cause problems in pregnant
women and infants, Lowe said.

Happy Founder's Day
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son Hotel in Toledo. The meeting
will begin at 8 a.m.
"The purpose is to let [people]
know what the state of the watershed is," Clark said.
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"a giant step forward."
"Unless there Is something I cannot anticipate, we will get to the goal line," he said.
The research was conducted by Dr. Michael J.
Welsh and colleagues from Howard Hughes
Medical Institute of the University of Iowa. He
presented his results Thursday at the North
American Cystic Fibrosis Conference in Dallas.
They will be printed next week in the Journal
Cell, published in Cambridge, Mass.
"I'm cautiously hopeful," Welsh said. "But I
think many more questions need to be answered.
The really, really Important issue is safety."
Although the treatment caused no ill effects in
the preliminary experiment, much larger doses
would be necessary to treat cystic fibrosis, and
the possible hazards are still unknown.
Cystic fibrosis occurs in one in every 2,000 or
3,000 births; 30,000 Americans - mostly whites
- have the disease, which runs in families. Approximately one in every 25 white Americans
carries a copy of the CF gene. However, the
disease occurs only in those who get two copies
of the bad gene.

And

STONEBYRD
"Grateful Dead Cover Band"
formerly Electric Hurling Stone

Saturday Night
104 S. MAIN

353-0988
John Gilbert and Lillian Gish m La Boheme

Released through MOM in
1926 and directed by King
Vidor, the film was based on
Hcnn Murgcr's book Seines
de la \ it or Bohtmt
Because Puccini's estate was
in litigation, original music
was composed for the film
by William Axi and David
Mendoza. The film star.
Lillian Gish, John Gilbert.
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Edward Everett Horton.
Gtno Comdo, Karl Dane
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Zips try to stop streak Falcons break the ice
by Brian Mart
sports writer

BG hasn't lost MAC gome since Nov. 10, 1990
by Aaron Dorksen
sports editor
Step right up, one try a
season, don't miss your chance.
You over there - Gerry Faust
- coach of the Akron Zips, it's
your turn to try and break
Bowling Green's Mid-American
Conference
record win
streak.
When
Faust's Zips
Invade Perry
Stadium Saturday they
will be trying
to do what
Bowling
Green's last
18 MAC opponents failed to do
- beat the Falcons.
Bowling Green (3-2, 2-0 in
the MAC) has not lost a MidAmerican Conference contest
since Western Michigan
defeated the Falcons Nov. 10,
1990, on the last Saturday of
the season.
The 18name streak is the
longest in MAC history, breaking the old record of 16 set by
Miami (1973-75).
To keep the streak alive, and
more importantly stay in the
driver's seat in the MAC race,
BG will have to be at the top of
its game if they are to keep
pace with Akron (3-2,3-1).
Faust said the team that
takes better care of the ball
may come out on top.
"I think we're going to have

to stop turning the ball over,"
Faust said. "Last week we had
six fumbles and we just can't
have that.
"BG is very good in the turnover ratio department, they
don't fumble much and they
take care of the ball."
Despite Akron's six turnovers in last week's 31-13 victory over Miami, the Zips lead
the MAC In turnover margin (+
1.40). Bowling Green is fourth
in the MAC (+0.60).
The bottom-line for defenses
is points allowed and both
teams have been successful in
keeping the opposition off the
scoreboard.
The Falcons are giving up
only 15.4 points per game (2nd
in the MAC). BG Is coming off
a 20-0 shutout at Ohio. Akron
has yielded slightly more scoring, giving up 17.6 points per
game (3rd in the MAC).
Junior inside linebacker
Vince Palko has led the way for
a group that many questioned
coming into the season. Palko
is fifth in the MAC in tackles
(14.2 per game) and first in
tackles for a loss (11).
The Bowling Green defense
returned just three starters
from a year ago but the new
additions to the lineup have
performed admirably.
The Falcon defense will be
tested by Akron quarterback
Marcel Weems, who has
burned opponents with his
running ability as well as his
passing. Weems leads the Zips
in rushing this year with 239

yards and also led the team last
year with 754 yards.
Akron's run and shoot
offense, which they call "pass
and pitch", puts a lot of pressure on each defensive player
to read his area, rather than
run directly to the football
Blackney said.
"Marcel Weems is as explosive a player as anybody we
will play against," Blackney
said. "Their offense has the potential to be unsettling to a defense because a team has to
commit eight or nine people
near the line to stop the option."
"I have a lot of confidence in
our two corner backs [George
Johnson and Darnell Staten]
and our free safety Steve Rodriguez."
Akron was picked to finsih
second in the preseason media
poll while BG was pegged for
fourth.
Last season BG and Akron
were tied 3-3 at the half before
the Falcons exploded for 21
second half-points to post a
24-3 victory In a game many of
the Akron players thought they
should have won.
Weems was the leading
rusher in the game with 74
yards, but completed just
7-of-20 passes. Falcon cocaptain Zeb Jackson led BG on
the ground with 58 yards.
"I'll be honest, I haven't
asked our men about that stuff
[last season]," Faust said. "Last
year is last year, that's the way
I look at It."
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MAC ATTACK!
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Hockey fans - wait. Don't
throw this paper away just yet.
Instead, bring it to the Ice
Arena Friday night and use it to
partake in one of Bowling
Green's most spirited traditions
as the Falconsi
grace the frozen pond for
the first time
this season
against the
University of|
Toronto.
BG is confident it can
break a string[
of three conYork
secutive lower-half finishes in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association and return to the
winning ways that Falcon fans
have come to expect.

The Associated Press
The Mid-American Conference
hits its midpoint Saturday, with
five teams hanging within a halfgame of the top spot.
Ball State, Bowling Green and
surprising Eastern Michigan all
remain unbeaten in MAC play,
while Akron and Western Michigan have just one setback working against them.
Having won three conference
games over the past four weeks,
Ball State (4-1 overall, 3-0 MAC)
jumps out of the league to take on
Cincinnati.
Elsewhere, a lot of questions
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can be answered when Akron
(3-2, 3-1) plays at Bowling Green
(3-2,2-0), Eastern (3-2,2-0) visits
Central Michigan (2-4, 2-2),
Miami of Ohio (1-4, 0-3) plays at
Toledo (2-3, 1-2) and Kent (0-5,
0-3) travels to Ohio U. (Oo, 0-4).
Western is idle.
Here's a midseason report card.
BALL STATE: "A lot of people
think we're just an average team.
Maybe we are, but last week we
gave a great effort," coach Paul
Schudel said of his team's dramatic 31-30 victory over Toledo.
BOWLING GREEN: "The defense is starting to come together
as a unit," said coach Gary
Blackney of a squad that has held
opponents to less than 100 yards

Plays at Home this Weekend! |

rushing in each of the last four
games. "But we haven't been
tested like we'll be tested Saturday. Akron is the best rushing
team we've seen."
WESTERN MICHIGAN: The
week off can be good or bad for a
team, coach Al Molde said.
EASTERN MICHIGAN: "We
went into this saying if we played
good, solid football and made no
stupid mistakes, we would have a
chance each week," said firstyear coach Ron Cooper.
AKRON: The Zips came off an
idle week to throttle Miami 31-13
last week. They begin a threegame road swing this week at
Bowling Green, followed by a
non-conference contest at Temple and then Ohio U.

-u*.

illl
V "II
Come help the Falcons climb
to first in the MAC!

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

* Pumpkin Carving Contests
* Haunted House
* Mystics
* Costume Contests
* Special Halloween Movies
Attention: Any organization interested in doing a
Haunted House room must contact U. A. O.
by Moday, October 18,1993 at 372-2343
BooAO

BooAO

BooAO

BooAO

BooAO

1993 Alpha 1994

Bigs
Stephanie Lewis
Jessica Busby
Sandy Geringer
Tiffany Gibson
Kim Mueller
Cristy Null
Julie Buehler
Shae Massengill

S

oSo^v

Featuring Creata Card by
American Greetings
Remember Your Sweetheart with a card
and gift from the University Bookstore

Open Saturdays: 9am - 5pm
Mon - Thurs: 8am - 6pm
Friday: 8am - 5pm

^p° Bowl 'N' Gree
<s>

Sunday Brunch

Fresh Carved Prime
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$5.95
all meal cards accepted 10%
Discount with Quantum 90.

Phi

Discover/ Mastercard /Visa
Phone: 372-2851

rousing start by beating the Varsity Blues 8-1, but York is not
about to overlook Toronto's ability.
"Toronto is a good team," York
said. "I think that if they were in
the CCHA they would finish in
the top half of the standings."
York will start junior Will
Clarke in goal against Toronto.
Clarke is scheduled to play the
first period and half of the second, with freshman Bob Petrie
playing the last period and a half.
Clarke, who was the starting
goaltender for part of his freshman year, is back in the spotlight
as he replaces Aaron Ellis.
For all the newcomers who
have no idea why they would
need to bring a newspaper to a
hockey game, here's a piece of
advice: Put the paper under your
arm, get your voice warmed up,
and make sure you get to the Ice
Arena before the player introductions. You won't regret it.

Midseason MAC report cards

Coming October 29,1993...

FALCON VOLLEYBALL!

When a team returns 85 percent of the scoring from a club
that finished only two games
under .500, and saved it's best
hockey for the playoffs, it has
reason for optimism.
"I would think legitimately we
could win 20 games this year,"
coach Jerry York said. "I also
think it's a realistic goal for our
team to finish with home ice and
advance back to [the CCHA
playoffs].
"And if things go our way, we
should also have a good chance of
getting back into the NCAA
Tournament."
Tri-captains Brian Holzinger
(center), Sean Pronger (center),
and Jeff Wells (defenseman) lead
a nucleus of players that includes
15 letterwinners from last year's
team.
For the second year in a row,
the Falcons will open their
season against Toronto. BG got
last season's campaign off to a

Victoria Schnetzer

and

CO

Located in the University Union

Littles
Wendy Ziem
Angie Farwig
Shelly Johnston
Meredith Knowlton
Kathryn Duff
Jen Jones
Wendy Ludwig
Polly Hill
Sandra Morrisey
Marnie Eisenbrei

Anita Knight
I S f J^ Kelly Eiserman
Meg Celmer
f"^"--f*— i ( ] Jean Enneper
Jen Zitkov
\l~^*— *^^V/ Kathleen Williams
Chrissy Simon
Tricia Forrest
Jen Armstrong
Melissa Montgomery
Lynn Scheloske
Amy Perkson
Christine Thibo
Ken ne Arrowood
Kim Coe
Christi Merrick
Carrie Whitacre
Beth Tique
Kristen Surrell
Terra Lymber
Stephanie I.undstrom
Stephanie Franz
Mindy Stoncburncr
Tonya Friesel
Stephanie McVoy
Leslie Tew
Becky Hegnauer
Jen Overmier
Sasha Vadillo
,
Stacy HoUinger
Angie Kuhlmann
Jen Wallace

We've

and lots of it.

Contemporary Crafts
and the Saxe Collection
Now through November 1 4

The Toledo Museum of Art
! I , Philip Morris Compar

FALCON HOCKEY VS. TORONTO TONITE
SHOW ID AT DOOR FOR ADMISSIO
Doors open of 6 pm, Foceoff ot 7 pm
§m.
. tans
*
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Redd: Falcon football's class act on and off field
The BC Ncwi/filc photo

HEY, REF! INTERFERENCE! Bowling Green's Ronnie Redd U) scrambles for a loose ball in the Falcons' 38-6 victory over Ball State last season. Besides bis talents as a receiver. Redd Is also the top
punt returner in the MAC, averaging 13.8 yards a return.
Redd and fellow wldeout Rameir Martin will hope to pace the Falcons offensive attack this weekend
as Bowling Green will look to extend their 18-game conference winning streak against Akron on Saturday.

It was early September,
1990, and Ronnie Redd was not
playing football.
Well, not real football, anyway.
Ronnie was dressed in pads,
running patterns and scoring
touchdowns for Bowling Green
- as a scout t e a m
wideout.
R e d shirting his
initial
season, while
frustrating,
was instrumental in
Redd's deRedd
velopment as
the Falcons' premier split end.
"It's disappointing to sit out a
year as a freshman," Redd
says, reflecting on the 3-5-1
season he witnessed as a redshirt. "It felt more like a job. I
just showed up and practiced
every day."
For Redd, now a junior, practice extended past the football
field and into the weight room.
The 5-foot-9 Wayne High
School product was lightening
quick - but also light as a
feather.

Through extensive weight
training, Redd "bulked up" to
185 pounds. More importantly,
he improved his bench press to
315 pounds and his squat to
500, while maintaining his 4.5
speed in the 40-yard dash.
Falcon head coach Gary
Blackney says that the word
"attitude" pops into mind when
the subject of No. 1 comes up.

by
Mark Leonard DeChant
assistant sports editor
"Ronnie realized when he
came here that it is difficult
for a young person coming out
of high school," Blackney said.
"A great deal of high school
players can get by on their
natural ability.
"That is all equalized when
you get to the college level.
The strength factor is so important here."
Redd's persistence certainly
paid off, as he became an instant star in his second year.
He began his sophomore (or
redshirt freshman) year as a
backup wideout. That arrangement lasted precisely

four quarters, as he was inserted into the starting slot in hi*
second game against West Virginia.
In that contest Redd caught
two passes, one going for a
touchdown. Redd contends that
game still ranks among his
most memorable.
"When I caught that first TD
pass," he says, a small smile
creeping across his fcce, "I
was like, *wow, I can't believe 1
just did that.'"
Redd has played in 27 games
since West Virginia, and he has
caught at least one pass in
every single contest.
His current career reception
total is now 64, including 13
that have gone for touchdowns.
Redd's scores are not performed in everyday fashion,
either. With six of his TD's
covering 30 yards or more, it's
clear that Ronnie has a flare
for the spectacular.
"He must have one of the
best touchdown ratios in the
nation," Blackney said. "If he
continues to score a touchdown
for every five catches he gets,
this football team is going to be
in good shape for the next two
years."

Club SOCCer falls to Toledo Soccer hosts Irish
by Jonathan Broadfoot
sports writer
After coming in second place
in the Annual BGSU Club Soccer
Fall Classic last weekend, the BG
men's club soccer team lost a
tough battle Thursday to arch
rival Toledo 3-1.
The Falcons drop to an overall
record of 6-7-1, but feel they can
bounce back and win their last
five games.
Toledo scored first when a
Rocket forward dribbled the ball,
unmarked, into the goal area and
chipped it over BG goalkeeper
Kyle Goodwin's head.
The first half ended and the

Falcons were down 1-0.
Following a deflection off a
"Unfortunately, with all of our Rocket fullback, the Falcons
scoring opportunities, we just
couldn't put the ball in the net.
Hopefully, the second half will be
"Unfortunately, with
different," Kyle Goodwin said.
Although the BG squad came all of our scoring
out in the second half hungry to opportunities, we just
score, Toledo capitalized when
there was a breakdown in the de- couldn't put the ball in
fense to put the Rockets up 2-0.
the net. Hopefully, the

second half will be
different."

With about 17 minutes remaining in the match, BG knew there
was a chance to come back.
The Falcons kept pressuring
the Rocket goal with multiple
crosses and breakaways and finally scored.

Kyle Goodwin,
received a corner kick.

Freshman midfielder Ryan
Moungie took the kick and sent a
ball to the far post. Running on to
the crossed ball, freshman forward Ronn Tompot skied over
two Rocket defenders and
headed the ball firmly into the
back of the net to edge BG closer
to the Rockets at 2-1.

After winning their first game
Wednesday following a three
game losing streak, the soccer
team will face Notre Dame Sunday in an attempt to regain a
winning series.
The Fighting Irish are currently ranked fifth in the region and
should prove to be good competition for the Falcons.

Although BG seem to be fighting back, Toledo came down the
field and added their last goal to
give the Rockets a 3-1 lead, which
turned out to be the final score.

"They beat Illinois Wednesday
7-0," head coach Mel Mahler
said. "They are a very up-tempo,
aggressive soccer team. They
mix talent with athiitic ability,
and although they are a building
team like us in that their team is
fairly young, they should prove
to be an even match for us."

The BG men's club soccer
team will be traveling to Toledo
to redeem themselves on Oct. 21.

Mahler noted that BG hasn't
faced the Irish in three years because of schedule conflicts. With
two to three quality players to
look out for, the Falcons know
what they have to do to win.
"The key to the game will be
our ability to close down their
two forwards and their ability,"
Mahler said. "We have to show a
better effort in attacking the last
third of the field, which is the
lost 40 yards in. We can do a better job than Wednesday's game.
If we can do that, we can have
better scoring."
The Falcons get the game underway on Sunday at 2 p.m. at
BG's Mickey Cochrane Field.

Classifieds
The BC News
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Gfsen State University
Career Planning and Placeman! Sarvlci
Campus Recruitment Calendar
For the weeki of:
November 1 and November 8,1993

The system will now verify that you meet
therequiremenls. as specified by the employer.If you meet the requirements, then you
can proceed. Otherwise, the system will tell
youwhy you are unable to sign-up with the employer.
6. Press the 1 key lor a morning interview,
press the 2 key (or an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key tor the next available time.
(Press either 1.2 or 3).
II you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (a) key to accept the time, or
press the star (') key to reject.

Scheduling On-Campua Interview Appointments: Interview sign-ups tor the recruiting penod November 1st - 12th will begm with
Advanced Interviewers on Monday, October
18.1003 at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday at 4 p.m. Priority Interviewers may access
the signup system from 5 p.m. Tuesday
through 4 p.m. Wednesday. All registered students may sign-up beginning at 5 p.m.
Wednesday.
Instructions for accessing
The Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(You must be registered with
Resums Expert Plus)
1. Dial 372-9898.
(You will hear:)
2. If you wish to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press the i key. If you'd
Uke to hear Placement News, press the 2 key.
Press the 3 key to see if you have been preselected by an employer. Press the 4 key to
access the Alumni VIP Sen/ice. Press the S
key to hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (*) key to quit.
3. Press 1 to schedule an Interview or Press 3
to see If you have been preselected by an employer.
4. Enter your Identification Number.
5. Enter the position code for the employer
you'd like to interview (this number Is indicated
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
of the position title).
It you have entered a valid number the system
vrtlssy:
You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (i) key to continue or the star (*) key to choose another organization.

It you have pressed the pound (») key, the
system win say: "An interview has been reserved for you at (time)." Press the star (*) key to
schedule another or the pound (•) key to return
to start.
Please note: If you are unable to sign-up for an
interview, you will be asked whether you wish
to add your name to the waiting list You must
also submit a Placement Data Sheet for
each waiting list.
We advise strongly that you listen to Placement News to keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs.

Lillian Gimh
Oct. 14, 1893-Fib. 27,1993

THEGISH
FILM THEATER

Cancellation of Interview Appointments
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
■n person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete a
canceHaoon card in the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services. DO
NOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule. Cancellations after this time will be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider carefully employers before signing up
for interviews.
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy will result m immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
penod. If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer for missing the interview, bnng the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with the Manager of
On-Campus Recruiting before scheduling any

additional interviews. Any student who "noshows" twice wiO be dented interviewing pnv.leges for the remainder ot the academic year
Notice of Citizenship Requirements: It an
employer is willing to interview international
students, it will be noted in the position descnpSpotllght Presentations. Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. All students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations hekl in the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Services Building using (he second
floor, pa to entrance. Please consult the calendar lor appropriate dates, times and locations

Additional Placement Services: There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Services. Please
note thai not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas m the work) ot work. Don't become discouraged if your career field ia not requested.
To assist you m conducting an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling, credential services, job search workshops, professional development seminars,
career fairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection. The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies in ALL fields.
Registered students are directly referred to
employers m their desired career fields. Insure
your access to these services by registering
with the Career Planning and Placement Services m your final year at Bowling Green State
University.

continued on p^8

Falcon Tailgate Party!
Party till Gametime

BOWUNG GREEN SIATC UNIVERSITY

celebrates
the centennial of
Lillian Gish's birth

Every Saturday before each Home Game

Snapple
Mountain Bike
Beer Steins
Gary Blackney Autographed Footballs

Giveaways!

Friday, October 15, at 8 pjn.

Way Down East

Snapple
Inflatable Raff
T-Shirfs
Days Inn Paraphernalia

Broadcast Live

with Stuart Oderman at the piano

Directed by D.W. Griffith, Way Down East was
released in 1920. Based on the stage play of the
same name by Lottie Blair Parker and Joseph R.
Grismer. the film stars Lillian Oish, Mrs, David
Landau. Lowell Sherman. Richard Banhelmess,
Burr Mclntosh. Vivia Ogden, and Emily Fitzroy.
This film has one of the most famous scenes in
silent films: Richard Barthelmess' rescue of Lillian
Gish from the ice floe.
Additional Gish materials are on display in the
Jerome Library from October 13-31,1993.

From BG Ribs * Steaks
at The Days bin
11-12 noon
The first 250 people will receive a free Snapple fruit tirmkl
Bratwurst and Hotdogs on the outdoor grill in The Days Inn parking lot

MWMHVTMn

♦tfifffl:*
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Che tittle <5tof>
For All Your Sweetest Day Needs
?■• ' •

Cards • Gifts • Candy • BGSU Items
University Union * M-F 8:00-4:45 * 372-2962

page eight
continued from p. 7
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 4fl HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.
Thursday, October 28
Hills Depar im«m Stores
Monday, November 1
Nationwide Insurance
The Finish Line
Pfizer. Inc.
AIMEiecutivo
Tuesday, November 2
Mutual ol Omaha
Mass Mutual/Seymour & Associates
Motorola. Inc.
Little Caesar Enterprises. Inc.
Wedneaday, November 3
Old* Discount Corporation
Thursday, November 4
Lever Brothers
Friday, November 5
Andersen Consulong
Seuffer Hotels & Resorts
Wallace Computer Services. Inc.
Saturday, November 6
Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
Monday, Novembers
FastenaJ
Star Bank
Spnni Cellular
Tuesday, November 9
Occidental Chemical Corporation
Hibbard. Brown & Co . Inc
Wadnesday, November 10
Occidental Chemical Corporation
Honda of America Manufacturing. Inc
Allnet Communication Services, Inc.
Friday. November 12
National City Corporation
The Sherwm Williams Company

CAMPUS EVENTS
lAttenDon Greeks! This program will ftjlftll a
Pledge reQuiremenil AIDS killed mel What's it
doing to you? Rodney L. Wans will be on campus Oct. 21 at 8:00 pm in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom to promote a sense of personal responsibility for ending the tragic diseaster that
isAOS.
FREE CONDOMS" FREE CONDOMSl

Royal Cleaning Sarvicae for your home.
Thorough, reliable, experienced A insured.
Free estimates 353-2006.

SKYDIVE Now. 10 minutes from BGSU. Vise &
Mastercard accepted Student ft group discounts SKYDIVE B G 352-5200

Alpha Phi Jennifer Hams Alpha Ph.
Congratulations on your engagement to Greg
Reidl We ere so happy for you. Even Though
things will change, one thing still remains. You
are and always will be the best "t>g" ever.
Alpha Phi Love A Ours.
Kim and Christy

Kappa Delta Pledges
I am so proud of you all
Sorry I wont be there tonight
I cant wait N you're initiated
You're all awesome!
KD love and mine
Melisa

PERSONALS
• SIGMA KAPPA NEW MEMBERS ■
I just wanted to say that I am very proud of ell ol
you. You're not just Sisters K> me. you're
Mends. I hope your Initiation this weekend is
happy end apeoel.
Congratulations. Love in Sigma. Joan

KDKDKD
Lil'Dewn
Something happened to my life
the day you pledged KD
I found an awesome little' I cent
wait for tonight.
KD love and mme
Big???

'JUNIOR MARKETING MAJORS*
Findlay company needs
•Ikiiarkettng/Testing Specialist"
Full-time. Spring A Summer Semester
$6.50/hr. 2.6 GPA required.
Keep your "full-time student" status
while working! Apply w/ resume
236 Ad. Bldg Co-op office: X24SV

KD KD Lff Stephanie KD KD
I know youll be excited
when to you I am revealed
It's been quite an effort
to keep my identity concealed
Get excited for that special bond
It's going lo start out by the pond!
KD love and mine
Your Big

-PARENTS WEEKENO
FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES
Semi-private banquet room available
Parent's weekend - Fnday. Saturday
or Sunday. Call Quarter's Bar A Gmi
352-8228 tor information A reservations.

KDKDLil'NikkiKDKD
Ifs finally here • BIGAl Revealing)
Here's another due: One of your
family members live out-of-state.
See you tonight. Our fun has just begum
KD KD Love, Your Big KD KD

ALPHA PHI "JEAN ' ALPHA PHt
VVelcorne great-grand liffle. to the best A-PHI
Family! CONGRATS' Pledging it Finally over!
ALPHA PHI love A mine. Betsey
ALPHA PHI * JEAN • ALPHA PHI

KDLilKellieDxonKD
You are Awesome
I am so glad you are
a part of my family
We are going to have an
awesome year. Get psyched
for initiation.
Love. Your Big
KDLilKellieDxonKD

DU-DU-DU
Congratulations to
Sigma PNEpeMon
on winning
Delta Ups items 44th Annual
Bike Race

KD LIT Laurie A. KD
Just a few more hours til you know
the KD big who love you so.
We'll have a blast, you and I
Bonded forever by tne KD Be
Love, Big??

DU-DU-DU
DU-DU-DU
Congratulations to
Delta Gamma
on winning
Delta Upsilon's 44th Annual
Bike Race
(The Dynasty Continues..)
DU-DU-DU

AMA
TAILGATE PARTY
BGvi. AKRON
Saturday. Oet 16th. 11:30 am
Stadium Parking Lot (near Info Cantar)
Coma meet now fnanda A
Cheer on the FALCONSMI

DZDZDZDZOZDZDZDZ
DELTA ZETA New Members are awesome1
Keep up The spint and great work - You're
already halfway throughl
-The Phantom Pledge Turtles

CALL OUT FOR
MOO t L UNITE D NATIONS TEAM

HIGH TECH DATINOI

Wa are seeking self motivated student! to join
the BGSU U N delegation team to begin preparation for national companion this spring in
New York City. Act Now1 The deadline it Oct.
19 and selection ol the team ia competitively
limited ID 10-12 people. Applications are available at Rm * 111 o( Wiliaml Hall. For more information call Dr. Curtis Peat at 372-7270 or
Dr. Marc Simon at 372-7386.
CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION'S 9th Annual
One Love Reggae Party ia at 0 pm, Sal. Oct
30. Union Ballroom with the ARK BAND One
nessand Inity
Scholarship Honey Available
to Study Abroad tor Spring 1994
Call Continuing Education International and
Summer Programs tar information. 372-6181.
Deadline: Nov 8.1993
WE CARE ' WE CARE ' WE CARE
•ATTENTIONOrientation Leader appicatjons will be available Oct 18 in 405 Student Services
WE CARE • WE CARE • WE CARE

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Ladies wristwatch on Ridge Street in
front ol Mac Quad. Please can 2-2330 to identify;
Found: Woman's jewelry in Ladies locker room
ol Student Rec. Cantar. Call Kirk 354-2114.

MEET NEW FRIENDS USING OUR VOICE
MAIL
LINE. Very Inexpensive Very Effectivo
Very Confidential. You Are Always In
Control! Find That Special Person.
Write: Campus Connections. P.O. Boi 115
Wood vi lie. OH 4346Q
Interested in gaining practical experience and
course credit by helping others?
The WELL can give you the opportunityBecome a WELLneea Consultant and assist
students in identifying and reaching their
WELLness goals. Pick up applications and
more at the WELL. 220 Student Health Services or call 372-6302
INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT. 20.
ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BY 400
PM ON DUE DATE.

KD Kappa Delta KD
Lil' Kelly H.
Happy. Happy. Joy, Joy
No more being coy
In just a lew hours
Youll know who I really ami?
Love. Big ?
KD Kappa Delta KD
KDKD'LilCandie'KDKD
Lil' Candie is so sweet.
You're new big you soon will meet.
Youll have great fun in our family.

SERVICES OFFERED

MIKE BAAB
(ex Cleveland Brown)
on

"ON THE LINE"
88.1 YVBGCI
Saturday
4:30-7:00
372-2826

are looking for mature,
responsible, motivated people
to join our team as:
SALES .ASSOCIATES
for our new SHASTAR store in
Bowling Green. The ideal
candidates should, above all
else . . . love working with the
people and understand /he

KO KDKDKD KDKDKD
To my awesome li tile Man ata
Just a taw mors hours until ravaging. Wa can't
wait 10 walcoma you into our family Its going
to ba tna Oast.
KD love and rrxna. Your Big
KDKD Lil'Shelly KOKD
I can't wail until tonight
Whan youll find out who I amll
fva had two littles before you,
but tne third time Is the charm"
I Ove my littJal
Big???
KDKDUI'Sarah KOKD
Tonight's the night
You will sea
Whu an awesome
&g lil pair wa will ba
Get ready to have some fun
'Causa to ma, you're #1.
I km my in
KD love and mine.
YourBigl

customer satisfaction and a
quality-driven program. Good
writing skills, attention lo detail
and a professional
appearance are high priorties.
Some soles/ retail background
is preferred. Earn between

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIOES WANTEDI
Admieiions Office ia seeking volunteer
Tour Guides for the annual
PREVIEW DAY ON
SAT. NOV. 8.1 SAT, DEC. 4
If interested. attend one ol
our Informational meetings on
TUES.. OCT. 26 al 9 OO pm
in TAFT ROOM (Union) or
WED. OCT. 27 al 9:00 pm
ln113BAI
VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES WANTED!

WANTED
1 female roommate for Spring "94.
Own room, very dose to campus, low rent.

Call 352-2738.
Wanted: Non-smoking male or female roommate to rent room in Mouse 1160 a month plus
utilities. Call Paul at 372-7418 or 352-5219
after 6:00 pm.

HELP WANTED

KDUIJenFathKD
Gat Excited
I can't watt
to walcoma you to
our awesome ramify.
KD love and mine,
Big?

Ann: Business Related Students. TASP' International is now hiring highly motivated students
to fill management positions in your home
town,
next
summer.
Earn
t7.D00-M,000(guaranlaad minimum of 13000)
while building your resume, gaining cruoal expenence, and gaining an internship. Positions
are open across Ohio, particularly in Sylvanla,
Maumee.-Manalletd. Uma, Findlay, and Ida
Cleveland suburbs Positions are filed on a
first come, first qualified bans. For more infermation. call 1 -800-543-3792.

MI MUGGS
KEGS A EGGS
10.-00- l 2 00
Morning Drink Specials

PhiTau'PhiTau
Congratufationa to:
Chns Mstuska and Jason Knowles
Phi Taua of tie Week
and
Nathan Brooks
Brother of tha Weak
PriiTau* PrnTau
Are you a psychology. nutnfjon, dietetics, sociology, medicine, or health education major?
Tha WELLness program wartte youl
Be a student WELLness Consultant and assist
students in identifying and reaching their health
goala. Slop by the WELL for more information
and application at 220 Student Health Services
or call 372 8302
BETA "BETA "BETA
SWEETEST DAY
0ATE DASH!
Grab a Data
Don't be Late
Come to the Scuba Hut
Saturday at Eight
BETA "BETA "BETA
CAMPUS TANNING
Fall Specials close ■> campus 6 bads
First visit F roe 362-7889
Congratulations Tracy Mlacoeky and lort
Fields on being selected Panhellenic Cabinet
Members of the Month I Way to go Cabinet and
Council, you all are doing an awesome job1
DELTA ZETA "DELTA ZETA
oncers ol the Weak
Shannon Adams
HoUlsQanalemater
Sister of the Week
KrlstlSplnell
Eiec Officer of the Week
BarbSuter
DELTA ZETA * DELTA ZETA
Alcohol awareness weak is almost herell
Watch for details nest weekli
REUNIONII
RUSH GROUPS*
THURS. OCT 21 at 7:00 pm
DAIRY QUEEN
Sal? burg Study Abroad Information Meeting
Monday, Oct 18 8 00 Shanel Hail 115
Sigma 'Qratohaiiloeia* Kappa
Gat psyched for Initiation i
Can't wait tor you to meet
your new lamiiy Saturday.
Love, Your Big???
SIGMA "LI'JULIE" KAPPA
I love you, you love ma
We've got the beslSIGKAP family
Soon youl aaa |ust how
special we vail bo.
But (he question it
Who can I ba???
Love. Your BIG

S700rwk. cannery workers; SaOOO/mo deckhands. Alaska fishing industry now hiring for
nan summer. 11,000 openings No axp.
necessary. Free rm. A bd. These jobs go fast!
Employment Alaska 1-208-323-26?2

CRUISE SHIPS NOW MRINQ-Earn up to
$?.000''month * world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1 206634 0466 Ml C5544
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to PO Box 395.
Oalhe.KS 86051.
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring. Flexible hours, evenings 4 weekends. Minimum
15-30 hrsrwk. Pick your own days to work.
Guaranteed hourly wage, plus daily bonus
based on sales. Average person earns over
$5.00rhr. Co-ops A internships available. For
application stop m at 113 N. Mam after 4 pm
Get Ahead with F.xpenence'
If you are interested in finding
a job in the Advertising/Marketing field
GOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCE i
(But you can gain valuable experience
«l The BG News) The BG News has 3
Account Executive positions available
next semester and several position
for next year in the
Advertising Department.
Wa are looking for
ENTHUSIASTIC, DEDICATED, EAGER
Individuate who want to GET AHEAD!
Call 372-2606 tor defallal

Help Wanted: 10-40 hours/wk.. flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio.
WOO/startlng pay. 866-1726
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make up
to S2,000/mo. teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea,
many provide room A board ♦ other benefits.
No previous training required. For more informaton ca" 1-208-632-1146 6x1 J6544

1987 VW QTI. Al accessories 65.000 miles
Asking $4200 Call 35*2900 or 893-1373 (aak
for Randy.)
2 OSU/MSU tickets - this weekend.
$22.00 each
Call 352-5448
3 FT. IGUANA FOR SALE.
INCLUDING CAGE A SUPPLIES.
CALL DAVID AT 353-7912.
6 mo. old iguana with cage A accessories. For
more information, call Rose al 353^3612.
Cruise for 2 to Bahamas. 5 days, anytime
Christmas to May $375 Call Rebecca for details 352-9323.

Inekjht 386sx-25 Computer
color monitor A printer, 4 megabyte RAM
80 MB HDD. 5.25 and3.5 FDA
Greet Buy @$1,900 obo
Call Marine 0354-3409
Nintendo w/13 games and genie
$1100 80
353-9221
One step up Yamaha flute. Sterling silver, open
hole with B flat key. Great condition. $350.
353-1645.
Sharp carousel II half pint microwave oven.
Lightweight, compact, auto turn table, lighted
interior. Excellent condition. $65 obo
354-6051.

FOR RENT
2 SPRING SUBLEASERS NEEDED
1281/2 Liberty Street
Nice area, close to downtown
Spacious and clean!
Call Now: 353-6101
3 bdrm. dose to campus.
Available Immediately.

35343520
For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus.
352-0000
Now renting 2 A 3 Bedroom apartments. Rent
•tarts at $399-$455. Central A/C: carpeted:
appliances included. Applicants must ba Income qualified. First months rent tree to all
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units. For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green Estates
352-5987
Now renting brand new 2 A 3 bedroom apla. in
Bowling Green, Ohio. Rent starts at $399 •
c 455. Central Arc, carpeted, appliances included. Some handicap accessible units available 1st month rant free to qualified applicants, plus $100.00 cash if you can move In by
10-31-93. For more information, please cal
Barbel 352-5987
One bedroom apartment
522 1/1N. Main
Contact Nevrlove Rentals
328 S. Main (our only office)
352-5620
Open House al Bowling Green Estates. 1072
Fairview Ave on Saturday, Oct. 23,1993 from
11-4 A Sunday. Oct. 24. 1993 from 11-4 First
month rent free to all eligible applicants plus
$100.00 cash if you can move in by 10-31-93.
For more information please cal Barb at
352-5987.
Rooms available in BG home.
Grad males preferred.
352-1631 or 354-6701 leave message.
Two bedroom apartments.
Short term leases available.
709 Fifth Street
722 Fourth Street
Contact Newkove Rentals' 352-5620
328 S Main (our only office).

PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you locking lor pan-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rale of pay is $4.25 per hour. Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon-Fri) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
lnc.428ClouQhSt.8G.OH43402.
Part-time wait slaltrkitchen help/deliven/ people Days and evenings. 872-2414. China Oolite 10877 Fremont Pike, Parrysburg, across
from Holiday Inn, French Quarters.
Professional couple needs reliable chikScare in
our Porrysburg Township home. 3-4 days/wk
Refer A transportation req. 1 -874-2147.

FOR SALE
(1 Aweaome Spring Braakal Plan Early I Save $50 A Get Beet Roomal Price* Increase 11/151 Bahama* Cruise 6 days with
12 meale I27M Panama CHy Room wv
kitchen $12tt Cancun from Cokimbua $439.
Jamaica $499, Padre $198, Kay Weal $231,
Dayton* Mtehana $14911-oO0-47*-«3l6
'81 Mustang. Body in great shape. Runs,
needs some mechanical work. $500 O BO.
Call 352-9652

S IVER
Fri Sal Midnight

0*a«ai»»V»»l8ra»SolMa»i4*iAilaa»ew

.MKKICA'S
CUSTOM KM
SKKYICK
I.KiDKUS
are looking for mature,
responsible motivated people to
join our team as a:

DELIVERY ASSOCIATE
for our SHASTAR Renting To
Own store In Bowling Green.
The Ideal candidates should,
above all else ... love working
with people and understand the
Importance of long-term

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

SHASTAR maintains

Confldenlial Health Car« For Women

a smoking - free environment.
Please send your letter and
resume to:
So W AMOUO* / BowUg Own
P.O. So. 779
w«ilW. Ohio 45331

354-7262
1068 NORTH MAIN

"

1982 Ofdsmobile Omega Good local car.
Runs well, but needs some mechanical work.
$300 OBO. Call 354-6600 (Ask tor Don or
leave message.)

Maintenance
Property Management Company seeking fulltime experienced maintenance person. Must
have own tods, transportation. HVAC experience helpful. Send resume to:
Buckeye Management Company
760 Northlawn Dr
Cokmbue. OH 43214
Arm: Pat Rawlina
E.O.E.

$4.50 - $6.00 /hr, depending
„ upon your experience (15-25
|hrs. /wk.J

1975 Honda Cl 360 T motorcycle: completely
restored with owner's manual. A "new" bike for
$650.00. Call for detain, 823-7235

For Sale: Twin-size mattress, box spnng and
frame Premier quality, in excellent condition.
$200080 Call evenings, 354-2106

1287 SO Sell 50 hilanoul college T-shirts m profit $287.50 22 designs include alcohol.
safe sex, miec.. A nek-free program. Call now
for free catalog 1-800-304-3309.

Sigma Kappa ■ Sigma Kappa
Lil Brooke
Tomorrow's tie day
soGETEXCITED"
Irs been hard all weak
trying lo hide ill
We make a oreat pair
Just you wait and a
Together as sisters
as happy aa can bel
Sigma love. You-BIGi

importance of long-term

Sweetest Day Candy Sale
Mam Science Lobby
Wednesday-Friday. 10 00am • 330pm
Buy on the spot or have
delivered free (on campus)
»3 00*5 50 with card.
Fashion Merchandising Association

KD Laurie LechowiczKD
Tonight's tha night that you will saa
What a great BtgrLil pair wa will ba.
You're notjuat my lirso
You're also a great tnend.
And Know that I'll ba hare for you
From today unol tha end!
Love. Your big ?

Maybe you have what it lakes.
Golden Kay National Honor Society
Information Table
In the Union Foyer, Wad-Fri. 9-3.

Kappa Delta is the place to bel
Love.BKl??

AMERICA'S
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
LEADERS

KD KDKDKD KDKDKD
Lil'Emily
Today is the day
No more goes sin'
Your whole family loves you
E specially your big-who ?
Love-?
KD KDKDKD KDKDKD

KD' Lll Sarah-Emily * KD
Tonight's the night
that you will see.
How happy we ere
that you're in our family.
KD Love and Mine, Your Big
KD'Lll Sarah-Emily "KD

KD-MANDYPESKE KD
Get excited for an awesome weekend of
revealing, painting, and initiating I'm so proud
of you. I hope you're as psyched as I am.
KD love and mine.
Big ????

KAPPA DELTA Li" Chris KAPPA DELTA
Hope you're excited - today's the dayl
Here is your Last clue: I hold an office
and cannot wait W tonight!
I hope you will Learn as much with
KD as I have!
KD KD Love, your very excited Big KO KD

AB my love.
Big??

KD Melissa BoehmKD
Our big-n-lil pair
is one the best
'cuz you're a great addition
to our family tree
tonight you will see
how awesome we will be
Love, your Big?

KD-Lil'Nina-KD
You've tuned into KD and found there's no
place bke home. Get excited for your times of
new beginnings and dreams of tomorrow in
KD. llovemylinJe!
KDLove-?K0

Jason: Green eyed tracker boy
Happy Birthday cuOel
Total Shi no pure love,
Biscuit girl (Lisa). Banker boy (J.R.). Minnie
(MKhelle). Dead Bill. Paul, Josh. Lee, Gynne.
Tracy and all the rest of the Phi Tau's and Pi
Phi's that love you.

Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Lil'Jenniler Hykes
I'm so glad you're my lil' I
Get excited for InitJationi l
Love.YourBig???

KDKDKD
Lil' Carrie
Tonight's the night that you will see
Just how cool a pair well bel
I just cant wart lor you lo be
The coolest addition to our family'

KEEP THE STREAK ALIVE!
BGSU vs. AKRON
Saturday. 130 - Parry Stadium!

KD'Lil'Michelle *KD
Tonights the night. Get excited for youH soon
find out who I em. I cant wait to share with you
my family and what KD means to me.
KD Love and mine. Big ??

LOST: Gold cross on gold chain. MSC vicinity.
Family jewelry-sentimental. Reward offered.
Call Andrea @ 874-8369.

PREGNANT?
Wa can help. FREE a CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy lasts, support A information. BG Pregnancy Cantar. Cal 354-HOPE

Friday, October 15, 1993

The BG News

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

customer satisfaction and a
quality-driven program. Applicant
must have his/her own vehicle.
have an excellent driving record,
and have Insurance coverage.
Earn between $4.50-$6.50/hr. (
15-25 hrs./wk) depending upon
your experience, plus mileage.
SHASTAR Renting To Own
maintains a smoking free
environment. Please send your
letter and resume to :

Delivery Associate Bowlim;
P O Box 779
Gn.iinvillo Ohio 45331

I
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From the Editors...

Hello, again, and welcome back to
Those interested in the world of the theatre
the strange and mysterious world ol 77i» (or, as we say in the journalism business,
Insider.
"The theat-AH") will be thrilled to open this
This week we've left out the untempting tabloid to find a play preview (we do
necessaries; we've left out the unmenthat once in a while) (though not a often as
tionables; we've left out the connectwe use paranthetlcal refering, comprehensive center spread. You
don't deserve one.
Hey. kids. It's time for YOU
Just kidding. Fact Is, we've made a
concerted effort to do a two-page some
the Insider reader to lake control of
Ihing-or-olher each and every week
of our Halloween issue. All you need to do
Just our little way of keeping up the
is send us your favorite horrifying-but-tme (or
fine journalistic integrity that's become so synonymous with BGSU,
andwe W r\ i > 1 JL4 L* ! will prim
or whatever.
But mid-term is upon us, and
things can gel a little bit hectic.
Don't fret, however, because
pages. Yup, if you were ever visited by a ghost, spooked by
there's more than just a little to
a goblin, attacked by a tunnel-dwelling freak or screwed
feast on in this week's fine, fine
over by someone from the Bursar's office, we want to
edition. Here's a peek:
know about iL
Page two (that would be this
Send all submissions to The Insider at 210 West
page, in case you were wonderHall by Tues.. Oct. 26. Include name, phone
ing) offers Editor-in-Chief Connell
Barrett's widely acclaimed and occnumber, etc. So stop delaying. Scare
asionally read "Almost Parachute,"
the Hell out of us... if you dare
which was recently named by a respected national newspaper as "A column,
and not much of one, for that matter."

A YOUR HORRORS

ences).
Moving right along, we've got even
more great stuff. Ross Weitzner fills
you in about tires. All kinds of tires.
Big tires. Small tires. Green tires. Bald
tires. Tires, tires, tires, tires. Yah-hoo!
But wait. Don't call yet, because
Mary Katharine Okorn read the new
unauthorized biography on the great
and wide Rush Limbaugh. Yup.
Not sure what to listen to? Indecisive as to what to pop into your CO
player? Brian Beatty is back to help
you decide what's hip and what
isnl.
And, there is so very much more
to choose from that we couldn't
even begin to describe n to you,
let alone tell you what page it's on.
Well, enough messing around.
Get on with it. And, please do read
the big, annoying circle to your left,
because we're looking for a lot of
you folk to write in and entertain the
rest of the campus.
That's all we have time for
Drive safely. Happy reading.
Til next time.
...Us

Shhhh!
STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER
ROSS WEITZNER
ADVISOR
BOB BORTEL
BUSINESS
MANAGER
HARM MILLER
ADVERTISING
MANAGER
COLLEEN WHITMAN
The Insider
Magazine is published
every Friday during the
academic year by the
Board of Student
Publications of Bowling
Green State University.
Opinions expressed
by columnists do not
necessarily reflect the
opinions of The Insider
Magazine.
Readers are
encouraged to voice
their opinions to Insider
Magazine wllh Letters to
the Editor, which will be
published in each issue.
Entries should be
submitted to Insider
Magazine, 214 West
Hall. Bowling Green. OH
and they should Include
a phone number where
you can be reached for
conformation. '

Everybody's talkin' at him
I have nothing against friendly people, except when they
talk to me.
Though I think this nation
would be in much better condition if it were made up of more
polite, friendly men and women, of which tm one. Just walk
down the street with me, and
you'll hear people say, "Hey,
there goes Connell Barrett, a
polite, friendly man or woman."
What I think our society as a
whole needs to reduce, though,
is small- talk. It's right there on
the Things We Need Need
Much, Much Less Of list, just
before Dan Cortese Burger
King commercials and right
after Nancy Bimbaum lifestyle
pieces.
Pointless gab must come to
an end. The greatest offenders
are usually shop employees,
such as those employed at the
super-sized everything store,
Meijer.
Recently, I visited Meijer. I
was sitting at home around 4
a.m., and I said to myself, "Boy,
I really need some lettuce and
radial tires. And while I'm at it, I
should grab a caulking gun and
some slacks."
So I was off to the fine Meijer
store, where - and I'm not
pointing the proverbial finger of
blame at Meijer, because
several other shops with the
word "mart" in their name are
equally guilty - they have that
pointless greeting guy, whose
40-hour-a-week job consists of
standing at the entrance, nodding his head and saying "Welcome to Meijer" and "Hello,

this is Meijer" and "This is
Meijer, arid welcome to it."
But luckily, if you sneak in on
the left side, over by the photo
desk, you can avoid the guy altogether. Not so with the
checkout clerks. Meijer isn't too
bad in this department (though
with 789 aisles, you're bound to
find a garrulous employee).
The worst are the clerks at a
local carryout. Every morning I
go in and pick up my can't-do-

ALMOST
PARADOX
Connell Barrett
withouts: two Snapples, a
pouch of Redman, six packages
of Sno Balls. And every morning, I have to find some way to
cut short the cutesy, interminable small-talk offered by the hyperglycemic, galacrJcalty unctuous cashier, the kind that goes
on for hours, with absolutely no
end in sight, not unlike this column:
HER: That'll be $11.39.
ME: Thank you.
HER: Your welcome
ME: You too.

HER: Thanks! Come again.
ME I will.

HER: Well, thank you.
ME: You're welcome.
HER: Take care.
ME: Okay.

HER: Have a good one.
ME: I'll try.
HER: See ya later.
ME: Alright.
HER: Have a good one.
ME: Shut up.
HER: I love you!
I realize we, as a people, have
a need for these innocuous
conversations. Small-talk works
as a buffer between strangers;
it's a way of displaying etiquette
around people with whom you
would normally dismiss as unfit
to inhale oxygen in the same 25
foot circumference, let alone
exchange actual thoughts or
slivers of affecBon.
Idle gabbing serves as a
Erotective device, allowing us to
ide our true feelings and,
hence, protect us from larger
people whom we don't care for
and who could pound us into
coffee grounds if they knew
what we were thinking. If you
ran into an old friend from high
school, he might say, "Gee, it's
nice to see you," to which you'd
respond, "Oh, you too."
This is, of course, a blatant
lie. In a world without smallspeak, he would say, "Gee, It's
nice to see you." To which
you'd respond, "Oh, I was hoping we'd never meet again, because vou remind me of a time
in my ufe when I was socially
unpopular to the point of dementia, and I'd like to strangle
you with a garrote for even
speaking to me." Then he beats
you up.
So you can see why small-talk
may be, to a point, necessary.
But you're not defenseless. You
can help put an end to the ex-

cessive chit-chat that has become this nation's greatest flaw
besides the Gabor sisters.
Here's a few tips when dealing
with extraordinary polite srnailtalkers:
MAKE CRYPTIC YET
DANGEROUS REMARKS
Nothing guarantees promptness, especially when shopping, like the musings of a possibly deranged, probably disturbed drifter.
CLERK: Have a nice day.
YOU: I've got a severed head I
in my glove box.
If that doesn't work, then you
can always...
STICK A SMALL, SHARP
PENCIL THROUGH THEIR
CHEEK
CLERK: Have a nice day.
YOU: Have a small, sharp
pencil through your cheek!
CLERK: (bleeds to death)
Ain't that a beaut? It combines grotesque violence with a |
smooth, glib wirtisism. (And it
drives the girls crazy.)
REPEAT EVERYTHING
THEY SAY TO YOU
It angered your little brothers I
and sisters - it works iust as
L
Sood in the real world, especial-|
I when dealing with long-lost
"friends."
FRIEND: It's been so long.
How are you?
YOU: It's been so long, How |
areyou?
FRIEND: Stop it.
YOU: Stop it.
FRIEND: Knock it off.
YOU: Knock it off.
FRIEND: (runs away)
There you go. Good luck.
And come again some time.

/
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ROCK GOSSP FROM
THE BUCK SWAMP

Casady, Papa John Creach,
Tim Gorman, Prairie Prince,
Slick Aguilar and Darby Gould.
For ticket Info, call Ticket
Master at 419474-1333.

Insider Wrote Op

BABY WHY DONT
WE...TONIGHT: The Ark Band
at Easystreet Cafe, Blltzen at Howard's Club H and Delicious Moss at
Club 21; SATURDAY: StoneByrd
at Easystreet Ca(e, Blitzen at Howard's Club 21, and Delicious Moss
DON'T YOU WANT SOMEat Club 21; TUESDAY: Stephen
BODY TO HEAR?: Jefferson
Slarship blasts Into Sandusky Budd at Junction Bar and Grill;
State Theatre (that would be in WEDNSDAY: Mike Griffin and the
Sandusky) tomorrow at 8 p.m. Unknown Blues Band at Easystreet
This band, a direct descendant Cafe and Turner Williams at Juncof the legendary Jefferson Air- tion Bar and Grill; THURSDAY:
Antigua at Easystreet Cafe and
plane, features founding
Paste at Junction Bar and Grill.
members Paul Kant ner and
Til next time. C-ya.
Marty Balin, along with Jack
Who is he?
Elton John
Paul McCartney
James Brown
Stevie Wonder
"Weird Al" Yankovic

&8
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by Dave Baskind
The College of Musical Knowledge

Let's try something new.
Shake up a few rituals.
Stop the monotony. Ice the
cake, then bake it. Wear your
watch upside down on your
other foot. Crawl before you
walk. Scratch something that
doesn't itch. Go ahead and
watch "Barney;" even though
you think he's stupid.
Read the section of the
newspaper that you usually
avoid. If you don't normally
read the paper, buy one (there's
lots going on in that big Or
world of ours).
Listen to a different radio
station (country fans, try some
R&B; metalheads, give classical
a whirl; into dance music? listen
to some classic rock).
Meat-lovers can try some
veggie .food; vegetarians can
have a burger. Try to spend a
day not talking. Make a mountain out of a molehill. Today's
the day.
Here at "Dr. Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge." we encourage the pursuit of novelty. If you've never
entered the quiz before, make
today your day.
Due to the fast column running late, we'll give you a couple more days (until Tuesday) to
answer last week's question:
What song holds the record for
the most weeks at *1?
A) "End of the Road"
B "Bette Davis Eyes"
Cl "Physical"
D) "Never Say Goodbye"
E) "I Will Always Love You"
And, for this week's question,
you have until 8 am, Tues., Oct.
26, to answer this:
He's had more than 40 Top
40 hits, but only five of those
have reached the Top Five.

If you know the answer to
either (or both) of these questions, send in your entry, along
with your name, address, phone
number and all-time favorite
cartoon to "Dr. Dave's Quiz,"
c/o 214 West Hall or let it fall
into the politically incorrect
wooden box in 210 West Hall.
The winner will eam him- or
herself a FREE promotional
cassette from our buddies at
Finders Records and Tapes at
128 N. Main AND a FREE oneitem large pizza from our pals at
Campus Pollyeyes at 440 E.
Court. Don't YOU want to win?
Winning "Dr. Dave's Quiz" is
as simple as falling off a bicycle,
finding a leaf in Bowling Green
or flipping a light switch. Do it
for the experience of it all.
We're half way through the
semester, keep it up. Thought
o' the day: Avoid becoming
phlegmy and phlegmatic. Enjoy
your meal. Hasta manana.

The Iimelli and the Palettbllaiu Anally enjoy peace In the Middle Ea«.

THE PLACE FOR RIBS
THE PLACE FOR BGSU
STUDENTS

Flu Season
Stop the Flu
before It gets you

Make sure you
get your flu
shot

1991.92,93 Peoples
Choice Winner at NW
Ohio's Rib-off
Steaks, Chicken, Seafood, & More
Lunches start at $3.95

382-6116
UAO Outdoor Rec

2009 S. Reynolds Rd.
(Across from Southwyck Mall)
UAO Outdoor Rec

HIGH ROPES
WWEZDOSCOPE 11 COURSE!
GRAND OPENING OCT. 18

Jewelry, books, crystals, candles,
incense, oils and more.
143CEastWooster
(behind Mad Hatter Music)
Bowling Green

354-4015

Oct24
9:00am-12:30pm
Sign ups in the UAO Office
until Oct. 20

Monday through Thursday 11 -6
Friday 11-8
UAO Outdoor Rec

UAO Outdoor Rec

-[

M., Oct. II. 1MB

Sign up for 'The Program'
Brash 'Program' hard-hitting look at college pigskins
tionable circumstances.
Craig Sheffer plays quarterback Joe Kane, a Heisman trophy hopeful who provides the
fearless leadership for his team.
Kristy Swanson plays Kane's
girlfriend, Camille. Omar Epps
does a good job portraying
Darnell Jefferson, a confident
rookie tailback recruited by
Coach Winters. Autumn Haley,
the beautiful Halle Berry, show
Jefferson around the campus as
they develop a relationship.
The film opens with the
by Michael Siebenaler
team's last season loss and
Insider staff writer
proceeds with the rebuilding of
"The Program." With so many
Just in time for the football
faces in the movie, the story alseason, Touchstone Pictures
lows for the characters' feelings
has a pretty decent football pic- and action to reach the auditure to go tor some major points ence, though some characters
at the box office. "The Procould have had more lines.
gram" has many of the typical
The plot basically sways becliches found in sports movies
tween the football games and
but portrays the characters well what occurs in the characters'
as real people in fairly realistic
lives. The film has many surprissituations.
ing comic scenes with some
James Caan has the main
emotional moments in the secrole as Coach Sam Winters. He ond half of the film. Aspects of
looks out for his players and
drug use, drinking and the imsupports them even under ques- portance of a college education

J£&/

appear in the film but are not
expanded because of the time
restricted plot.
The story line has an abrupt
ending that left some people in

the audience disappointed, but
it works well considering the
great amount of characters in
the plot.
Near the end, problems arise
and hopes for the team's bowl
fame possibilities look bleak,
he problems of some characters get addressed, then get
solved too quickly.
By the end of the last game,

REMEMBER. I DID NOT BUY YOU THAT CAR: Jamea Caan playa coach Sam
Winters In Th« Program.'

Students- Worship With Us This Weekend
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
315 S. College Drive Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 353-9305 or 353-6675
"Contemporary Worship with Communion"
Saturday at 5p.m.Casual Attire
Sunday Worship 8:30 & 11:00a.m
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.

ELCA - 'The Welcome Place"

Special Student lukct Offer]
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

FESTIVAL SERIES 1993/94
Sunday & Monday Night
Football"
In The Lounge

Sunday 1 -7pm
Monday 8-12:30am
Come join all the Fun this weekend!
don't forget...
Hot Dog, Brats, Taco, Beer & Drink Specials!
352-5211

Opening Festival
Series Concert:
Sunday, October 17
3 p.m.
Kobicker Hall
Moore Center, BGSU
BGSU STUDENTS
ONLY: Special
Reduced Price $3
Studend mm! present I valid ID it Ida Moore CenMr Boi Office lo purcriase ticked.
Tli* mlroduclwy Oder is courtesy ol tie Festival Series Advisory Board and TO College ol Musical Arts

met. Some solutions turn out
bad but reflect the actions of the
characters.
Director David S. Ward does
an adequate job filming the picture. He uses the "helmet cam"
technique In tense situations
(which is impressive if you have
not seen the technique used in
football games already).
And many of the games,
mainly the first game, have
great "people shots." Directors
usually film sections of a crowd
to get an effect, but Ward got
the real deal, a huge wave of
bodies filling the stadium for the
first game. After that shot,
Ward goes back to filming sections of the crowd.
I recommend "The ProSram" with reservations, mainly
ecause of the major stars' performances and the realistic
portrayal of college football.
The movie tried to give each
star a good amount of time to
perform well. Before the beginning credits were finished, the
audience knows the situation
and setting of the major characters.
This technique covers the introductory group quickly and
gets right into a story with many
characters and issues to deal
with.
The games have all the trashtalking and hard-hitting action
you need, plus some choice
Ones like "Rill 'em all and let the
paramedics sort 'em out!"
Many of the football scenes
and the bone-crunching hits get
definite reactions from the audience. The actors' personal
triumphs and tragedies get definite emotional reactions from
the audience. These two aspects of the film, combined with |
each character's strong performance, emphasize the
powerful points of the movie.
The story flows uneven at
times but keeps the audience in
the film. The ending leaves the
future of some players unsure
and just leaves the audience
with certain assumptions.
These characters needed
concrete endings because some I
seem to end up worse than they |
were at the beginning. This
movie definitely targets the
,
young audience and has charac-1
ters that young people can relate to.

Don't
Forget
Sweetest
Day,
October
16th.
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'Bronx' a powerful show of good vs. evil

by David Coehrs
staff writer

What happens when a small
boy is tugged between two lifestyles andthe lessons of two
very different men?

The answer is played out in
"A Bronx Tale," Robert DeNiro's slow but engrossing study
of temptation, loyalty and fatherly love.
The backdrop is the Bronx in
1960. Children play stickball
and neighborhood characters
hang out to rock and roll. Little
Calogero (Francis Capra) soaks
up the sights from the front
stoop of his tenement house.
His protective father, Lorenzo
(Robert DeNiro), a city bus
driver, orders him to stay there
or within the family's small
apartment.
But Calogero frequently
sneaks off to the Chez Bippy, a
neighborhood tavem populated
by a colorful criminal element
with names like Jimmy Whispers and Tony Toupee. Bright,

Robot DcNIro play* a caring father dying to make aura his son steers dear from
the darker elements In Ufa.

wide-eyed Calogero leams their
language, mannerisms and hustles.
He gains attention when he
lies to police to cover Sonny
(Chazz Palmenteri), the trigger
man in a murder he witnesses.
To Lorenzo's dismay, Sonny
shows appreciation by taking
Calogero under his wing, teaching him street lessons and putting him to work. The men arSue when Lorenzo returns Camera's ill-gotten earnings and
warns Sonny to stay away from
his son. The scene shifts to
1968, where a jaded Calogero
(Lillo Brancato) has long since
bonded tightly with Sonny and
his shady life. Now 17, he calls
himself Cee and hangs out at
the Deuces Wild social club.
There he muses about women
and listens to his bigoted street
pals complain about blacks setfling around their Italian neighborhood.
Despite his tough look and
talk, Cee still feels the grip of his
father's love and moral influence.
He also quietly tries to ignite
a romance with Jane (Taral
Hicks), a black student recently
transferred to his school.
Sonny now is a crime boss
with a red convertible and control of the neighborhood. He
continues to educate Cee with
his gangster philosophy, espousing the advantages of being feared and the futility of the
work ethic. But paternal love
also causes him to preach the
importance of staying uninvolved and to shield Cee from the
criminal activity surrounding
them.
Cee becomes confused by
the contradictions between
Sonny's lectures and the violence he orders, especially after
some arrogant bikers are savagely beaten by the regulars at
Chez Bippy. He also feels guilt
over his strained relationship
with his father, whom Sonny
has convinced him is weak.
An attack by Cee's friends on
some black cyclists eventually
leads to a senes of tragic events,

inspiring Cee to decide his own
questionable fate.
Adapted from Chazz Palmenteri's one-man stage act, "A
Bronx Tale" is a simple story
that employs a used but still effective angle: Good and bad are
always tinged with gray. The
film adeptly captures Cee's intense struggle to understand the
strengths and weaknesses of
two diverse men - and to incorporate the best of theirpersonal
qualities into his own life.
The only major flaw is the
film's sluggishness. DeNiro, in
his directorial debut, moves
things along at a very lethargic
face. Another small quibble is
le awkward subplot, which
touches lightly on interracial

romance but basically serves
only to move the story along.
DeNiro continues to show
why he's considered a genius.
"Cape Fear" notwithstanding,
in his last few films he's
showed, if not a softer side than
at least a more reserved, subtle
style. Instead of playing the
Sung, turbulent Travis Bickle,
's understanding that, as
actors grow older, they have to
adjust in their choice of rolls.
And with his exceptional
directing, the viewer remains
enthralled right up to the satisfying conclusion, which includes
an amusing surprise.

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC AIM) SOUND
130 E. Wooster
352-6612
Guitars - Amps - Drums - PA. - DJ - Karaoke
New - Used - Buy - Sell - Trade - Rentals

New
FENDER
Acoustics

40% OFF

Strings - From GHS - Martin - Ernie Ball $ 5 each or
3 sets for $ 12 everyday
Strings - Fender - Markley - SIT - others as low as
Blowout 3 sets for $ 5

Looking for Pre-party
Entertainment?
Join us at the DAYS INN, Bowling
Green every Friday and Saturday
evening for COMEDY NIGHT!
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BE A
Be A Teacher
leochers have the powei
io woke up young minds lo make o difference.
Reach for that power.
Be o leochet. Be a hero

To find out how
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Old
Times
by Harold Pinter
October 20 - 23
at 8 pm
October 24 at 2 pm
Joe E. Brown Theatre
University Hall
BGSU

Reservations
372-2719

OMEDY

* 18 and over welcome
#Close to campus
#Only $4 per ticket
#Drink Specials:
Every friday EXPORT Night
In lounge specials before and after shows
|*Each week new and funnier comedians

CLUB.

Friday, Oct. 1510 pm. & Saturday. Oct. 1610 p.m.

Call us for show times and reservations
so we can save you and your guests
the best seats!
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diately think of "PulP"
-Michael Zawacki
Flat Duo Jets
White Trees
Sky
North Carolina's Flat Duo
Jets are a rare breed nowadays.
Witnesses to one passing musical fad after another, these two
good old boys have stuck tight
to their 1950s rockabilly and
hard country roots like bark to a
Redd Kross
willow tree.
Phaseshlfter
The Rat Duo Jets knock out
Mercury
bare bones (just guitar, drums
and vocals) Hank Williams (Sr.)
The only good thing that
and Jerry Lee Lewis tunes the
came out of Redd Kross'sway David Lynch makes his
Phaseshifteris that the CD own Hitchcock movies.
makes a damn fine coaster for
Dexter Romweber and Crow
my coffee table.
(that's the guy's name) are
probably best remembered for
their own screen debut in
In short, the album blows.
Now don't assume that I didn't 1986's "Athens, GA: Ingive Redd Kross a fair chance. I side/Out."
tried patiently to sit through
Designed to promote such
their barrage of nonsense lyrics Athens acts as R.E.M. and The
and nails against blackboard
B-52s, the movie instead
style of sound.
earned the Jets (barely in Athens three months) their first
Instead of headbanglng to the critical success, albeit geographtunes like I figure the creators
ically beguiled.
intended me to do, I found myDexter and Crow skipped
self relentlessly smashing my
town before the movie's credits
head against my coffee table in
a vain effort to stop the pain
rolled. The Jets remained
critical favorites with their LP
and end the agony Redo Kross
was putting me through.
and EP releases made up completely of jettison cover versions
I can honestly say I hated all
of the tunes on the album so
of Tin Pan Alley rarities.
much that I took the CD case
White Trees, though com(minus the CD, because I'm currently using it as a drink coaster) prised of the Jets' first originals,
still pays homage to the band's
out into my back yard and used
Sun Records influences.
it to practice my skeet shooting
I ate dinner with Van
skills.
Gogh
Im an Egyptian pharThe next time I hear the
aoh
words "Redd Kross" or
I'm an old soul
"Phaseshifter" I .'.ill imme-

MELLENCAMP RIDES AGAIN: John Me llencamps rolling back Into the musical arena with his newest album. Human
Wheels' carries on Mellencamp's rock-n-roll tradition.

Dexter sings this on "Old
Soul," a song stripped down to
its Jerry Lee Lewis piano-bassdrums basics.
"Husband of a Country Singing Star" chronicles the be- '
hind-the-scenes torment of the
Mr. Patsy Clines of the world.
"Where Are You Now," which
is Crow's contribution to the
never-ending catalog of Count
Five rave-up rip-offs, finds the
Jets harboring psychedelic
roots, too.
My only question is, what
took these guys so long? These
are classic songs in every sense,
whether or not the band calls
their music "Rabbit Foot Blues"
or radioactive garage vampire
music.
I call it punk Memphis rockabilly for the Lollapalooza generation.-Brian Beatty

IS IT TIME FOR THE REDD KROSS AGAIN: Oops wrong Red Cross same tradition; Just as painful and Just as bland.

bands whose songs were history
before the fade out.
In the process. Bangs insulted
"exhausted" mainstream musicians from James Taylor to
Jethro Tull, Black Oak Arkansas to Blondie (poseurs about
whom Bangs published an entire book ofsly insults disguised
as fan worship).
But then there's Bangs' honest praise of Van Morrison's
Astral Weeks, written in
1978. Only 10 years after the
album's original release and
smack in the middle of punk's
heyday. Go figure.
But I think (understand
where Bangs was coming from.
I have my own quiet admiration
for John Mellencamp and his
music. Maybe it's an Indiana
thing.
Indeed, I grew up within spitting distance of the limestone
quarries and hills that hide MelJohn Mellencamp
lencamp's house outside BlooHuman Wheels
mington, Indiana, from the
Mercury/Polygram
hoopla of his celebrity.
When Lester Bangs died in
I could take you there now. I
1982, he was buriedwith the
could show you the field where
knowledge that he had written
they shot the video for "Small
more than anyone to defend
and promote punk rock. He had Town." I could.
Mellencamp's new Human
traced its origins back to a slew
Wheels is indeed a good
of forgotten Yardbirds rip-offs,

album. Having kicked off the
dust on Whenever We
Wanted, Mellencamp turns
another trick by combining that
edgier style with the subdued
fiddle and mandolin touches of
Big Daddy and Lonesome
Jubilee
The mix comes off like magic. Just listen to "Junior,"
'When Jesus Left Birmingham" or "Suzanne and the
Jewels."
And there's a "Jackie-O'Mike
novelty number a well as
"French Shoes" (remember
t/h-Huh?). "Case 795 (The
Family)" could have easily been
on Scarecrow, but it's more
refined in its social commentary.
Take him or leave him, I believe Mellencamp is our generation's Bruce Springsteen.
And I trust Mellencamp's
image, having personally seen
him shooting noops in his
driveway, more than I ever
trusted Bruce Springsteen's
working class hokum.
But maybe it's just that Indiana thing.
-Brian Beatty
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Taking care of your hot wheels
0
kay friends! It's
time to think about something
you usually don't think about:
tires. You know, those round,
rubber black things on your car?
Since winter is right around the
comer, it wouldn t be a bad idea
to check out the condition of
your gumballs.
"But wait, what do I look for?
How do I know which tires are
good? What qualities should I
look for?" you ask in a verbal
panic. Grab a seat and let me
explain.
Before you do anything else,
you should check the present
condition of your tires. The law
suggests that you have at least
1/16 of an inch of tread depth
on your tires. But you may feel
more comfortable some distance from that, depending on
what kind of car you drive. Also,
the environment in which you
drive has a great deal to do with
how much or how little traction
you have on the pavement.
You will also want to check
the skiewalls for cracking or
cuts (see below photo). These
not only look bad, but they also
reduce the structural integrity of
the tire. This could lead to a
blowout.
"Ok, fine," you say. "My
tires are in pretty poor shape.
Now what?" Read on.
Given the diversity of cars on
the road, there are an incredible
number of tires available. And

to make it even more complex, 16 indicates the diameter of the
there are probably four or five tire in inches.
Other markings you may find
tires that will fit your car. The
question is: Which one is best? on the tire are things like:
The way to figure it out is to Treadwear 220, Traction A,
Temperature B. The treadwear
find out what the automobile
number is a Uniform Tire Qualicame with as original equipty Grade (UTQG). The higher
ment. If the factory put on a
specific tire, it was probably for the number, the more miles
you'll get out of the tread. Traca good reason. If you don't
tion ranges from A through C,
know what it came with, then
A beingthe best, C being the
you'll have to use some other
worst. The same goes for teminformation.
perature. A tire with an A rating
First, what size is the tire?
dissipates heat better than one
This number is marked on the
sidewall and would read as fol- with a C rating.
Depending on your driving
lows: P 175/70 R13. The P
habits, you may also be interdenotes the tire's passenger
application. In the case of light ested in the speed rating. These
trucks, the number might read: ratings indicate the maximum
speed the tire is capable of. The
LT 235/85 R16. The 175 or
235 indicates the width of the ratings are as follows: Q: 98
tire from collar to collar in mil- mph, S: lliimph, I: 118 mph,
H:130mph,V:149,andZ:
limeters.
149+ mph
So a tire that has a width of
"Wait a minute, though,"
175 is obviously narrower than
you say. "No one needs to go
one that is 235 millimeters
as fast as any of those ratings!"
wide. The 70 or 85 is the aspect ratio, or height of the tire This is true, but as the speed ratin proportion to its width, and it Ing increases, so does the structural integrity. This makes the
is read as a percentage. So a
tire with an aspect ratio of 70 is tire less prone to blowouts and
70 percent as high as it is wide. other damages. The Z rating
The tower the number, the bet- does have an upper limit, and
depending on the lire, it's
ter the performance; and the
somewhere around 160 m.p.h.,
higher the number, the better
the traction in inclement weath- so take it easy in that Corvette
ZR-1 (top speed of 173
er.
m.p.h.!).
The R signifies the tire's
radial belt construction. There is Most tires today, unless otherwise noted, carry at least an S
a B suggesting a bias-ply design, but few fires are built this rating. For most people's purway anymore. Finally, the 13 or poses, this is plenty, but the rat-

DONT TREAD ON ME Aged, balding are. like this guilty specimen are a danger to yourself and lo other driven, food
weather or bad So Mop doing It

Story and photos by Ross Weitzner
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Ing should meet the car s maximum velocity, even if you never
plan on driving that fast,
Of course, tooks are very important. After all, we as Americans distinguish ourselves
through our cars. But be advised! Some things that you
may consider cool-looking may
be illegal.
For example, tires that extend beyond the fenders by
more than two inches are illegal. Not to mention, they really
screw up the car's handling,
curbs become easier to hit, traction in bad weather is greatly
reduced, and mileage drops
considerably, as you have more
rubber on the road to drag
around.
Speaking of drag, bigger is
not better. Many enthusiasts
think if they have a wider, tower
profile tire, the car will handle
better. To a point, this is true.
But to do this is actually quite
mathematical. You have to figure out what tire width and aspect ratio to use to match that
of the old ones.
In fact, sometimes a smaller
tire will work better in a performance application. When
Otosmobile introduced the
Achieva SC, It rolled on
205/55 R16 tires. A year later,
when they introduced the
Achieva SCX (a slightly faster,
more performance-oriented
model), it rolled on 195/60
R14 rubber.
Olds' reasoning behind this
was that during testing, lap
times at the race track were actually faster with smaller, rather
than larger tires, and handling
was improved. This is not a
conventional move, but If it
works, why bother with it?
As I said before, there are
many different tires to choose
from, but my advice would be to
stay with one of the better
known brands. Which ones?
Goodyear, Bridgestone, Pirelli,
BF Goodrich, Firestone, Miche-

lin, General and Kelly. With so
many options, you should be
able to find a tire that fits both
your car and budget.
Most tires todav have allseason tread patterns, so that
shouldn't be a problem to find.
If your car specifies highperformance tires, you'll probably be limited to a dry-weather
tire with limited wet traction. BF
Goodrich's Comp T/A VR4 is
probably the best - and possibly
the only high-performance, allweather tire. It"s not cheap, and
the tread life probably won t exceed 20,000 miles, but you get
what you pay for.
Lately, there's been a lot of
talk about how great the Goodyear Aquatread is. It is a good
tire, but not as good as everyone claims. First of all, no manufacturer In the world uses it as
original equipment. Most tires
that are on the road are used as
original equipment by at least
one auto manufacturer.
Secondly, while the tire does
improve wet weather traction,
it's not until much higher
speeds. Regardless of whether
or not the tire still has traction at
55 mph in an Inch of water, it
simply is not safe to drive at that
speed In so much water.
Since most hydroplaning
occurs in less than a quarter of
an inch of water, driving faster
in more water is just plain stupid! So be advised before opening your purses and wallets.
Now that you have all this information, you should be set to
buy some new treads. Where to
buy? There are many tire
dealers in the area, and when
you tell them exactly what you're looking for, they should be
both shocked and impressed.
And since you only have
about four feet of tire on the
road at all times, shouldn't they
be in the best repair possible? If
you need tires, burn rubber to
the nearest tire dealer.
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Look into incommunicado Limbaugraphy:
by Melinda C. Monhart
Insider theatre critic

BE AFRAID...
BE VERY AFRAID...
OF FRIGHT WORLD 3-D

M&2L Every Friday, Saturday Sunday in October .
' ' Fri. & Sot. 6pm-Midnight Sun. 6pm-10pm filjP'
MI.
Lucas County Fairgrounds
,Btt.

Elsewhere productions
opened up its 1993-94 theatre
season with "Incommunicado"
written by Tom Dulack and directed by Bob Hubbard.
This play explores the life of
Ezra Pound, an American poet,
in 1945 when he was held in an
American stockade prison in
Pisa, Italy.
Pound was imprisoned for delivering anti-war broadcasts in
Italy that contained anti-semitic
statements. In these broadcasts
he opposed World War II and
everyone's involvement, and he
blamed the Jewish race tor all of
the economic problems.
In the beginning, the audience is introduced to Ezra
Pound hunched over, inside his
stockade prison. Pound is
portrayed by Patrick Julian,
who brings onlookers into the
eyes and mind of this American
poet.
As he sits on death row.
Pound exclaims that not even
the United States Army can kill
a United States citizen without a
trial. Pound is accused of treason.
The play's title describes this
Erisoner's situation. He is being
eld incommunicado - in solitary confinement, communicating
with no one.
Other cast members include:
Mark Burnette (Player & assistant director), Dave Chapman
(Forbes), Jessica Hendershott
(Player), Alan Powers (Muller),
Steve Thomas (MPjand Solemen Omo-Osagie (Till).
"Incommunicado" runs tonight at 8 p.m. and tomorrow at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in 411 South
Hall. No reserved seating is
Svailable and tickets are sold for
2 on a first-come, first-served
basis.

etM*"
Key ShMt - MoumM, Ohio
,.«*«*
From Downtown Toledo, lake L7S South to 1-475 South to
Salisbury Ftd enl Go East to Key Street and Turn R.ght.

1 Low Price Includes.
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Famous talk-show hosts for a
thousand, Alex.
And the answer is: This man
beat the draft, smoked pot,
dropped out of college, registereoto vote for the first time In
his life at age 35 and Is an
avowed anti-feminist, anti-gay
radio talk show host.

Who is - Rush Limbaugh?
Correct, forfl.OOO!

Paul D. Colford's new book
The Rush Limbaugh Story Talent on Loan from God.
The Unauthorized Biography,
attempts to delineate the mind
of America's foremost uneducated, opinionated republican
voice. Rush Limbaugh.
It is strange that a figure such
as Limbaugn should have attained so much popularity in a
society that prides itself on such
ideals as education, openmindedness and freedom.
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we now have...
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• N€U AUTOMATIC SCORCRS!

SO Rooms of terror and 70 horrifying Monsters with
super-charged 'special effects In 3-D

Plus. food. Garni » Uortllt

by Mary Katharine Okorn

Al-Mar Lanes

2 of It* MI and SCM HAUNTED HOUSES «i the WORLD
Speclocutar scenes viewed through our '30' glosses1.

9 EXPERIENCE The Cathedral of
Vampires Horror Show;

Rush a toker,
not a good voter

the most modern available
• Karaoke - Fri., Sat. 9:30 - 2:00
in the lounge
• Open lanes 9:30 p.m. - 12:00 Mon. - Sat.
Sat., Sun. afternoon 1:00 - 4:30 p.m.
• Student Special - open bowling
doily (Mon. - Fri.) 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
$1.50/per game
• Monday mixed trio league For beginners
9:30 -11:00 p.m. just starting
"to Bring this od in for o free gome ot
Hl-Mar lanes
1010 N. Main St. Botuling Green. Ohio 43402
(419)352-4637

Nonetheless, The Rush
Limbaugh Story tells the story
of 1 jmbaugh's ascent to fame including his less-publicized dalliances with pot-smoking, draftevading and failure to register to
vote at a responsible age. The
book also chronicles Urnbaugh's failed attempts to hold
down disc-jockey jobs all over
the country.
Some interesting points the
book touches on illustrate the
apparent dichotomy of Limbaugh's private life with his public lite. He preaches support for
the Republican party^ yet he has
sat out all of the GOP primaries
since he moved to New York in
1988. He also "skipped the
November general election in
which all 51 seats in New
York's enlarged City Council
were at stake."
Ironically, according to Colford, while Limbaugh was roasting Bill Clinton for his lame denialof marijuana inhalation, controversy raged over reports that
Limbaugh had been observed
smokingmarijuana at a party in
Kansas City in 1979.
Umbaugn himself admits that
he "toked up once on the campus at Southeast Missouri State
and again with a friend in Kansas City," adding that the
smoke made him nauseous. So
nauseous that you felt the need
to smoke it twice and not tell
anyone the dangers of smoking
marijuana?
Colford asserts, somewhat
meekly, that Limbaugh liked it.
Bigsurprise there.
The book is a serious attempt, through conversations
with relatives, close friends and
former and present professional
acquaintances, to find out who
Rush Limbaugh is. The normal,
everyday facts that happen to
everyone in the course of their
life (weird parents, mean kids at
school) characterize Limbaugh s ascent to fame, and the
^reon he becomes is not surprig in the face of the money
he made.
If you want to learn a little
more about the infamous Rush
Limbaugh and why he holds the
extremist views he does, then
the book will be a fruitful journey for you.
For those of you who can't
stomach him at all, take a pass.
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Varied

Sg t TV

Varied

Boss?

Montel Williams

Jenny Jones

Conan

Tom-Jerry

Tmy Toon

Animaniacs

Bonkers g

Batmang

Full House

Joan Rivers

Family Feud

ViCki!

Bicki Lake

Flmtstones

Tom-Jerry

Tmy Toon

Animamacs

Batmang

Saved-Betl

Boss'

ESPN

Getting Fit

In Motion

Bodyshape

Max Out

Dream Lg

Challenge

Mai Out

IMC

Movie Com d

€0
69

Instructional Programming Cont'd

Instructional Programming Mr Rogers

Varied Programs
Movie

VILLAGE I. It I IN
APARTMENTS

P*t,A/C, Pk*Qm*ki/fy#
2 Blocks from Campus
354 - 3533

Movie

[Move

Victorian
Olair Salon
Carol Denise
Cheslock
(419)353-0245
325 East Wooster
Tues. &Wed. 10-8
Fri. 10-6 & Sat. 9-4

$f*<si<*t28Rfyts
Fur*. St tf/tfiw.

480 Lehaman

Vaned Programs

Offer good only with Carol!
$2 off any haircut and $5 off
j
color or perm, men or women
Exp. 10-31-93
J
Visa/Mastercard Accepted

Inde Labels

Importi
Records IJIX-,
I~

< <>ni|w« t Discs

Local Huilc
T - Shirts

Postcards

$1.00 Off
w/ this fiD
on all items priced $6 or
more. No Limit!
expires 10/21/93
Sale, special order, consignment, or trades excluded

m

w.o.tinm
FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

u

CBC News

ID

News

tt)

News

m

6:30

News

RUSH

L

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

CBS News

Am Journal

It Had to Be Album

Mow: 'The Man From Left Field'

Eggshells

Air Fatce

Street Legal

CBC Prime Time News

CBS News

WTi Fortune Jeopardy1

It Had to Be |*lbum

Movie

10:30

11:00
News

| Kids in the Hall

Blood Run

News

Late Show

NBC News

Em Tonight

Cur Aflaif

Against the Gram

Secrets ol Lake Success

News

Tonight Show

ABC News

Cops

Empty Nest

Family

Step by S

Mr Cooper

20/20

Rush I

H Patrol

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

MM Wet* Wan St

Served

Good Faith

Darling Buds ol May

MotorWeek

Charlie Rose
Charlie Rose

Boy-Work)

GED

«!)

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Mclaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

Real Nurses

m

To Be Announced

Served

Roseanne

Married

Coach

Bnsco County Jr

Baseball Relief

Star Trek: Next Gener

Chevy Chase

GD

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

News

Chevy Chase

ESPN

Motowofld

Up Close

Movie

12:00
Late Show

Friday Nrghti

The Man From LeN Field

at

IMC

11:30
Murphy B

Roseanne

NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leafs

Sportscenter NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leals

High Society Cont d

Movie: "Fires Within

W Series

| Movie "Rush"

Horse Rac

12:30
"Faces"

JNightNne

In the Heat ol the Nighl
Star Trek: Next Gener
Sportscenter Rodeo: PRCA Oklahoma

Movie: "Honeymoon in Vegas'

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O
O
CD
CD

Beakman

Q>

0
CD
CD
€9
ESPN

IMC

12:00

11:30
Scratch

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

Real Fishing Don Cherry

Home

Driver s Seat Gardener

Triathlon World Championships

Nm|a Turtles Dinosaurs

Beakman

Storybreak

Relationship

Newsmakers Nu-Hart Hair Showcase

Saved-BeH

Paid Prog

School Qui?

Brains

Cobra

Bugs 4 T

Citykids

College Football: Michigan at Penn State or North Carolina at Georgia Tech

Cooking

ran Cooks

Cooking

W;lcl Am

Naturescene Michigan

X-Men

Rangers

College Football: Syracuse at Pittsburgh

X-Men

Rangers

Star Trek: Next Gener

Outdoors

College Gameday

Movie

Husbands and MvM

4:00

4:30

Emer Call

5:00

5:30

First Pilch. Last Pitch

CFL Football Ottawa Rough Riders at Edmonton Eskimos

The NFL

SatineUe

Golden Girls jcycling Tour de France

Lillehammer

Goll Skills Challenge

Belmont Breeders' Cup Special

College roolc-a'l [ieq:onal Coverage
Ghostwriter

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodwright

Your Garden Austin City Limits

Gbostwrrter

Sportsman

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Homebme

Gourmet

Cooking

Cooking

Your Garden Healthy Pets

Crime

Acapulco HEAT

Baywatch

Crusaders

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

| Movie: "The Gooraes"

| Star Search
Football

Cotege Football: Wisconsin at Purdue
Cont d

3:30

Why D.dn t 1 Lillehammer

College Football Teams lo Be Announced

Movie: "Macho Carlahan"

[Movie

Rambling Rose

{Alexander

College Football Virg.nia at Florida State
Movie: "The Fisher King"

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
CD

m

m

6:30
CBS News

7:00

7:30

8:30

8:00

9:00

9:30

10:00

11:30

12:00

NHL Hockey: Toronto Maple Leals al Detrort Red Wings

CBC News

Work) Series: Game 1. Braves or Philkes at White Sox or Blue Jays

News

Neon Armadillo

News

Saturday Might Live

Commtsh

MotorWeek

Renegade

EUly Joel: Shades ol Grey

Previews

Austin City Limns

Freddie

Previews

Grizzly Adams

CBC News

Don Cherry

News

LBS Hews

Wh. Fortune Cash Exp

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Mommies

Empty Nest

Cale Ame

Nurses

Cosby Show Movie: "When Harry Met Sally"

College Football

Family

Explorers

Newtons

Lawrence We* Show

Breast Care Test

Home Video

IMIIVOI-

Journal

Srsters

Lawrence We* Show

Adventures ol Room Hood Movie: "Shake Hands With the Devil-

Kung Fu: The Legend

Untouchables

Cops

Cops

Front Page

Crusaders

Bnsco County. Jr.

Baseball Rekef

Cops

Cops

Front Page

News

ESPN

Cosege Football

FMM

College Football Notre Dame at Bngham Young

|Movie: "Drop Deed Fred"

11:00
News

Court TV

CD
€0
IMC

10:30

Work) Series Game 1 Braves or Phdkes at White Sox or Blue Jays

News

News

| Movie:

Highlander II: The Quickening"

On Money

Fatal Charm

Country Beat
| Design. W.

Gladiators

Sign-On

Comic Strip Live

Movie: "Running Scared"

Comic Strip Live

WWF Wrestkng

Football Scoreboard
| Move

12:30

Movie: "The Curse"

Sportscenter Drag Racing: Work) Nat is

| Body Chemistry II Voice ol a Stranger

1

South Side 6
G JMTor*z V.

©

PET S HO Poo
10 % off everything
with this od
(excluding loms Pet Products)
°
1055 N. Main St. Bowling GreenOj
(419)352-4048
w

Lottery and Convenience Store

Sunday Special

t# Make your Sweetest t#
Day Romantic
with Wine.

Buy one 6 inch Sub,
Get one FREE

Come into South Side 6
and select one of our many
wines for that special someone

Sunday, October 17 ONLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

•SUB^JaW*

Offer expires Nov. 30

Come see our tropical fish
food refill station

(Free sub must be of equal or lesser value)
(Limit one per customer per visit)

737 South Main

352-8639

Woodland Mall • 353-0204

~l

w.

11

M.. Od.ll. 19*1

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O
O
IB
IB
©
©
ED
€Q
&>

11:30

12:00

12:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

50 Up

Alive'

Meeting Place

Real Estate

GaryPinkel

J, Cooper

NFL Today

NFL Football New Orleans Saints at Pittsburgh Steelers

Blachney

NFL Live

NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at Cincinnati Bengals

Used Cars

On the Issue Editors

Paid Prog.

Contrary

Toledo Front Hockey

NFL Today

1:30

Real Estate

Children

News

1:00

Tomorrow

Week David Brmkipy

Tony Brown Adam Smith

Canada

Breast Care Test

Journal

Nmp Months Creative

Old House

Van Cooks

Cooking

Football

Train-Dog

Browns' Insider

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog

Movie "The Heavenly Kid

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Movie: 'Spies Like Us"

Reporters

{Sportscenter NFL Gameday

THC

'The King ol Marvin Gardens" Cont d

Hydroplane Racing

{Movie

4:30

Kickboxer III: The Ait ol War"

| Gourmet

Movie:

5:30

Horse Racing: Rothman s

Street Cents

Golf' Skills Challenge
Science Guy Golf: Chrysler American Great 18

Market

Editors

One on One McLaughlin

Best Nat I Geo

Pamting

Sewing

Lawrence Walk Show

Adam Smith

Tony Brown

Movie: "Romancing the Stone''
Movie: "Tank"

Auto Racing: SCCA

5:00

NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Dallas Cowboys

Home Again Paid Prog

Club

ESPN

4:00

NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Dallas Cowboys

CFL Football Calgary Slampeders at Toronto Argos

Newtons

American Gladiators

Fifing Une

3:30

NFL Football New Orleans Saints at Pittsburgh Steelers

Star Trek Next Gener

Auto Racing Cyckng

Horse Racing

Hook

World Cup USA

{Movie: "Stars and Bars

SUNDAY EVENING

o
o
o
64
3)

w
m

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

NFL Football

60 Minutes

World Series: Game 2 Braves or Phillies at White Sox or Blue Jays

Bonanza

Road lo Avonlea

Movie:

M L i ootbaii

60 Minutes

Work) Series: Game 2. Braves ot "Males at White Sox or Blue Jays

Medicine River'

Venture

News

NBC News

I Witness Video

Seaquest OSV

Movie:

ABC News

Scratch

Videos

Lois & Clark'Superman

Movie "Pretty Woman'

j Funniest

Message From Nam

Lawrence Welk Show

SO. Frontiers

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Austin City Limits

Nature

Movie: "III Fly Away: Then and Now"

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Townsend Television

Martin

Living Single Married

Dearest

©

M-A'S'H

Murphy B

Townsend Television

Martin

Living Single Married

Dearest

ESPN

Softball

Drag Racing NFL Pnmetime

THC

Movie

The Karate Kid Pan III"

Movie: "The Hitman

MONDAY EVENING
6:30
6:00
7:00
CBS News
O News
Northwood
O CBC News
Wh. Fortune
CD News
CBS News
NBC Ne».s
Ent. Tonight
ID News
&) Rush L
ABC News
Cops

m

S3
89
SO
ESPN

TMC

7:30

9:00

Kickboxer III The Art of War"

9:30

10:00

Movie: "Moment ot Truth: Stalling Back"

Day One

NFL Football: Los Angeles Raiders at Denver Broncos

Murphy B

Tli breds

W Series

Love & War

10:30

Fresh Prince Blossom

Golden Girls Married

Distant Lives

Eye to Eye

CBC Pnme Time News

Court TV

Sportscenter

Empty Nest

Roseanne

Emer Can
Empty Nest

Comedy Showcase

Cur Affair

Married

NtvHMHjt

Empty Nesl

Sports Xtra

Shade

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

Cobra

News

Neon Rider

Roseanne

Murphy B.

Gunsmoke

News

Whoiey

Jeopardy'

Reading

Daves

Horse Racm Rothman s

News

Time Trax

Front Page

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Murphy 8

CBCNews

12:30
Edition

Star Trek: Next Gener

Shade

Business

The Mean Season

8:30
Dave's

12:00
Stars

Masterpiece Theatre

Drag Racing NHRA
Movie

11:30
Siskel

New TV

Am Journal

GED

Roseanne

8:00

[Mystery

Super bouts

11:00
News

Paid Prog

Ghostwriter [Ghostwriter

Biiards Challenge

10:30

This Hour

[love A War {Eye to Eye

Movie

Golden Girts

|K.

Copeiand

NFL Pnmetime

Devlin

11:30

12:00

News

11:00

Murphy B

Late Show

Donkey

Donkey

ENG

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

EastEndets

Charlie Rose

Served

CharteRose

{Rush L

12:30

H Patrol

III Fly Away

The Look

Sandiego

I'D Fly Away

Yours to Keep

Coach

Movie: "Jersey Girl

Star Trek Next Gener

Chevy Chase

In the Heat ol the Night

Movie: "Jersey Gal"

News

Chevy Chase

Star Trek: Next Gener

Sportscenter NFL Prime Monday

Expedition Earth

Movie:

Movie "Raising Cain

The Doctor

Amajmg Games
|lv*ovie

W. Series
Ultimate Desires'

ISportscenW

NFL Great
[Mowe: "Homode"

iONE DIRECTORIES
ARE IN
impus Students pick up your new campus directory at the Centrex Building
use the north end entrance, facing the Education Building, 2nd. floor

lM-oa.ii.iw
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

O

o

ID
CD
®
9
©

News

7:30

9:00

|

9:30

10:1(0

1 10:00

Work) Series Game 3 White Sox or Blue Jays at Braves or Ptiilies

On Road

Market PI

5th Estate

12:00

11:30
Murphy B

Late Show
ENG

Comics

Ear-Grnd

World Series: Game 3. White Sox or Blue Jays at Braves or Phillies

News

Late Show

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

Saved-Bell

Getting By

Movie: "Message From Nam"

News

Tonight Show

ABC Htm

Cops

Full House

Phenom

Roseanne

Renegade

Rush L

H Patrol

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

FlOfitltf*

Journal

EastEnders

O—lie Rose

Fronrhne

Stjfl ol Dreams

Served

Charlie Rose

News

CBS New*

News
Hush L
GED

Empty Nest

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour
Married

m

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married..

ESPN

NBA Today

Up Close
Mo**

Roseanne

Sandiego

Adrienne Clarkson

11:00
News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

CBCNews

TMC

8:30

Am.Journal

Roseanne

O

8:00

CBS News

IcBC Prime Time News

NOW

Nova

Coach

Coach

Roc

NBA Preseason Basketball Detroit Pistons at Houston Rockets

Murphy B

Roc

NBA Preseason Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Houston Rockets

Movie

Movie

Death Becomes Her"

News

Used Cars

Instructional
In the Heal ol the Night
Chevy Chase

Sportscenter

Sportsnight

Sportscenter NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins at New York Islanders

The Man m the Moon

Chevy Chase

NightJine

12:30

Movie:

Scanners m The Takeover

| Bowling

Scissors

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
W
©
CD
©
CD

6:30

News
CBC News
News

CBS News

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

News

Fashion File

Man Alive

Nature ot "Things

Lipstick on Your CoMar

CBC Prime Time News

Blanche

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1

World Series: Game 4. White Sox or Blue Jays at Braves or Phillies

NBC News

Ent Tontght

Cur Affair

Unsorved Mysteries

Now-Brokaw

ABC News

Cops

Empty Nest

The*

Home Imp

GED

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

| Joe s Lite

Law & Order

Live From Lincoln Center

News

Tonight Show
H. Patrol

Great Performances

Club Date

Charlie Rose
Charlie Rose

MacNeil/Lehi w Newshour

Sandiego

Live From Lincoln Center

Great Performances

Served

Roseanne

Married.

Coach

Beverly Hdls. 90210

Meirose Place

Star Trek Next Gener

Chevy Chase

Roseanne

Golden Girls Mamed

Murphy B

Beverly H,lls. 90210

Melrose Place

News

Chevy Chase

Roseanne

Sportscenter PBA Bowling Rochester Open

Boxing. Iran Barkley vs. Adoipho Washington

Movie:

Movie

Once Around'

ENG

RushL

Grace Under Moon Over Miami

In ine Heat ol Passion

opeeoweeH

Movie:

12:30

Late Show

News

Reading

BiWton Oolla Brain

12:00
Late Show

World Series; Game 4 White Sox or Blue Jays at Braves or Phillies

Rush L

Up Close

11:30
Murphy B.

11:00

Am Journal

News

ESfN kisioePGA
rue

7:00
CBS News

| Nighthne

Used Cars

In the Heat ol the Night
Star Trek: Next Gener
Sportscenter Volleyball

Devlm"

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
ED

ffl
©
©

6:30

News
CBCNews

7:00

7:30

CBS News

Am Journal

Campaign

Watching

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

Movie "A Corps Perdu

| CBC Prime T me News

Scoop

1
Wh. Fortune Jeopardy

World Series: Game 5. White Sox or Blue Jays at Brave s or Phillies

News

■■HI News

Ent Tonight

Cur Aflair

Mad-You

RushL

ABC News

Cops

Empty Nest

GED

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Roscinn,.

Married...

©

Roseanne
Si PGA

TMC

. Golden Girls Married
Up Close

Sportscenter

Movie "Stars and Bars

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

Movie "Mattock: The Fortune"

Primetime Live

RushL

H Patrol

WikJAm

Good Faith

Mystery'

Pme: Quest lor Oil

Die-Let Live

Charlie Rose

Sandiego

Old House

Wild Am

Mysteryi

Wart lor God | Keeping Up

Served

Charlie Rose

Coach

Simpsons

Sinlxid

In Color

Herman

Star Trek Next Gener

Chevy Chase

in the Heat ol the Night

Murphy B

Simpsons

Sinbad

m Color

Herman

News

Chevy Chase

Star Trek Next Gener

Billiards Challenge

Auto Racing Sportscenter

Conversations
Movie

Seinleld

THAYER

Frasier

Superbouts lagler s

Husbands and Wives

Movie

Falal Charm

Movie

NightJine

Used Cars

Instructional

Motorcycles

Prey ol the Chameleon

TRTNK
THAYFR THINK THAYER...
111
THINK THAYER.? ™ ^A™-

Used Trucks .. . Used Cars .. . Program Cars.

JTHINK

12:00 | 12:30
Late Show

LA Law

Wings

THINKING...

'86 BUICK CENTURY
$1,500
4 dr., automatic.
'86 CHRYSLER LEBARON
$1,800
2 dr., auto
'84 CADILLAC FLEETWOOD MM $4,900
4dr. low miles, loaded
•88 ESCORT LX WAGON
$3,800
Auto, air, stereo
•89 TOYOTA TERCEL
$4,500
2 dr., auto, air, cassette
'89 LEMANS QSE
$4,800
2 dr., Hback, auto, air, stereo
88 CUTLASS CIERA amu.
$4,900
4 DR., V-6, Full Power, Loaded

11:30
Murphy B

North ol 60

CHS News

ESPN

11:00
News

News

Roseanne

10:30

World Series: Game 5 White Sox or Blue Jays at Brave s or Phillies

'92 GEO METRO
$6,500
2 dr., auto, air. stereo, GM pro. car
'88 CELEBRITY
$6,900
4 dr., V6, low miles
89 PROBE GT TURBO
$6,900
5 spd., air, and more
90 GRAND AM LE
$8,900
2 dr., Brt Red, low miles
'91 FIREBIRD
$8,900
T-Tops, loaded
91 CORSICA LT
$8,900
4dr., auto., air ft stereo.
•93 CAVALIER R/S
$9,900
4 dr., low miles, GM program car

'88 CHEVY C20 "ROMAN WHEELS"
Conversion Van, low miles
■93 CORSICA LT
4 dr., V6, GM Program Car
'90 CHEVY C-10 CARGO VAN
low miles, auto., air
•93LUMINA
4dr. GM Program
'91 CHEVY 1500 WORK TRUCK
Low miles, auto,air.
'87 K5 BLAZER 4X4
Snow plow, 36,000 miles
•91 BONNEVILLE LE
V-6, loaded

$12,900
$10,900 •92 DODGE DAKOTA LE
Pickup, V-6, low miles, loaded
$15,900
$10,900 '93 LUMINA APV
7 Passenger, Loaded
$15,900
$10,900 '93 CAPRICE CLASSIC
4 dr.. 16,000 miles, loaded
■93
S10
BLAZER
LT.
$18,900
$11,900
4 dr., 4x2, 17,000ml., loaded
$17,900
$11,900 •93 BEAUVILLE
8 pass., window van, V8, loader)
$29,900
$12,900 •93 CORVETTE COUPE
Leather, glass top, 7,000 miles
$12,900

CHEVROLET-GEO-TOYOTA

1225 N. Main

353-5751

